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Promotions
Promotions
Davidaaron Wing

CYING WOLF
Davidaaron Wing’s first kindle book in series.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08XPX99LP/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_awdb_23E99405KSY6K1J
7BF30

Hazel a girl from Chicago was expelled from her last school
And has now been sent to live with her mum in Wolfhaven.
Wolfhaven has recently had many people disappearing with no clues to why or what Is
going on
Hazel soon gets dragged into a supernatural life full of Wolves, Vampires and even
Witches
The wolves are the top dog around Wolfhaven,
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And have been for quite a while now
Well until Hazel come to town that Is.
Hazel although unaware at first, Is also supernatural
But what is she?
A wolf? A vampire? A witch?
Or maybe something even more powerful than all three combined?
As Hazel deals with being the new girl she now also has to deal with being part of the
supernatural world
How will she cope?
And what lies around the bend?
Be sure to check out book 2 as well
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B08YJQMLLD/ref=series_rw_dp_sw
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Poet of the Month
Poet of the Month
Renee' Drummond-Brown
For those that have followed Raven Cage they will surely know Renee' DrummondBrown. She has been with Raven Cage from the beginning and is always a welcome
addition to the pages. Renee is a prolific poet in both spoken and ink, her poems are raw
and often strike a nerve; which is the point. She writes about themes that are important
and rarely addressed and she does it in her awesome, raw way. She is a force to be
reckoned with. Hats off to Author-Renee' Drummond-Brown. Keep that ink flowing and
the blood brewing.
About the Author-Renee' Drummond-Brown:
Reneé Drummond-Brown is a renowned author residing in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She
holds a Master of Arts degree in creative writing with a concentration in poetry from
Chatham University. She also holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Christian Ministry
Leadership with a minor in biblical theology studies, graduating summa cum laude from
Geneva College of Western Pennsylvania. In addition, Drummond-Brown received an
Associate of Arts degree in Christian Ministry at The Center for Urban Biblical Ministry
(CUBM), where she served as class president and graduated in the top 5% of her class.
The International Ambassador of Peace by the World Literary Forum for Peace and
Human Rights (WLFPH) awarded Author Drummond-Brown in 2021, the humanitarian
award in creating awareness to promote global, economic, and political stability through
the promotion of universal values, tolerance education, interfaith harmony education,
and the establishment of a culture of peace and safety in support of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) and WLFPH Goals.
In recognition of Drummond-Brown’s writing experience internationally she was also
awarded an Honorary Doctorate Degree and Chaplain’s license by the prestigious Global
Oved Dei Seminary and University in 2020. She is still in pursuit of excellence towards
her mark for higher education.
Drummond-Brown has authored over 20 books to date, and her poetic works are
recognized across the globe. Her poem "BLACK CRIMES MATTER,” was awarded by
Wildfire Publications Magazine poem of the month. She was nominated “Best of the
Net” 2018, by the Scarlet Leaf Review's list. She also graced the cover of KWEE Liberian
Literature Review in 2016. Her publications can be seen in Blys Global Magazine,
cubm.org/news, Leaves of Ink Magazine, Raven Cage Poetry and Prose Ezine, Scarlet
Leaf Publishing House, SickLit Magazine, Tuck, and Whispers Magazine just to name a
few. Because her work is viewed on a global scale this solidifies her as a force to be
reckoned with-in the literary world of poetry. Drummond-Brown is inspired by none
other than the late great Dr. Maya Angelou, and because of her, Drummond-Brown
posits "Still I write, I write, and I'll write!”
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DRUMMOND-BROWN'S AMAZON BOOK LINKS:
https://www.amazon.com//e/B07V4GW9SH?fbclid=IwAR0QfMW0NhGwNqGbgku0iAMUWEyeTdSnI9MRksoVAGR
mTgq4YidtS9PYGek

DRUMMOND-BROWN AUTHORHOUSE BOOK LINKS:
https://www.authorhouse.com/en/search?query=Renee%20DrummondBrown&fbclid=IwAR3LQ7UGP8KmBAS18Q2EvP2mBgE_phCYwLhR1mw_AdrnS55_tjIpsiCYYQ

DRUMMOND-BROWN WESTBOW PRESS BOOK LINKS:
https://www.westbowpress.com/en/bookstore/bookdetails/706476-Renee-s-Poemswith-Wings-Are-Words-in-Flight

Drummond-Brown books and eBook titles:
~Brown Shugas'
~I LOVE YOU POEMS
~Silver Lining Poems
~24 Karat Gold Poems
~24 Karat Gold Quotes
~ Rape, Is Rape, Is Rape, Is Rape; No Means No
~ Take Me to The Water to Be Baptized Book of Poems
~Runaway Child ‘Runnin Wild, You Better Go Back Home Where You Belong Book of
Poems
~ A Hope-Line IF Suicide Runs Through the Mind Book of Poems
~Me, Myself, and I Poems
~BULLIES NEED LOVE TOO
~Unapologetically Poetry
~Poignant Poetic Potpourri
~Take Your Shoes Off; You’re Standing on Poetic Ground.
~ Poetic Injustice
~Paper Dolls
~We All Wear the Mask
~RocDeeRay Poems and Essay by Reneé
~Poetic Tales in ‘Da Hood
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~The Haiku
~Hush Lil’ Blackbird Don’t Say a Word
~BLOOD, SWEAT & TEARS
~A Bridge Over Troubled Water
~TRIED, TESTED and TRUE POETS from ACROSS THE GLOBE
~A B.A.D. Poem
~The Power of the Pen
~SOLD: TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER
~Renee’s Poems with Wings are Words in Flight-I’ll Write Our Wrongs!
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Re-Claiming Our Blackness and Owning the
Game
By: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown
Once upon a lie in Africa,
‘sumone came along and stole blackberries
with sweetER the juice.
Theses blackthorns in our side
didn’t know
we were noble-blackamoors.
AKA Noah’s blackbirds,
and blacksmiths of eloquent words.
‘Ya heard me? Chirp…chirp.
We had bald-nappy-short-blacktails, ‘anna blackheart,
and wholeheartedly believed in our blackism.
Yeah.
In-fact,
REAL negroid
purple-blue-black. BLACK.
Down to the blackbone.
And what ‘cha gone do bout that?
Our blackness has been drowned in blackseas,
blacklakes, and blackwaters.
In Money, Mississippi, to be exact,
and ev’n chased through blackwoods.
What you ‘gotta say ‘bout that?
We’ve ev’n had churches with 4 ‘lil black-girls
(plus one more) bombed,
by white sheets.
Plus, someone ‘had’ a blackdream…
Do you remember that?
Bet the roosted chickens do…
We tilled this black-land
as bonafied ‘cotton-pickin gins
who ev’n
eli whitney, mimicked
our blackened sweet hands.
We were blackballed from good black-schools
and good black-educators too,
to properly learn off of blackboards
so, these tender-truths have always embraced the big-lies.
Our black Kings have been reduced to black-jacks,
and our black-sons and black-daughters to jokers,
and professional ill-willed twerk-ERS,
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shaking a black-tail-feather
all ov’r the place,
breaking our natural blackhearts.
Therefore, me and my black-ink
gone pass the blackbuck touting,
our blackbodies proudly wear, and own
our new blackface, and
US AND OUR BLACK-BIBLE
GONE SAY IT LOUD,
WE’ZE BE BLAAACK,
AND WE’ZE BE NEGROID PROUD!
So, ‘yallZ blacksnakes and blackflies
can kiss our brilliant blackbassES. And hell-yeah, I said it.
Once upon a lie in Africa. Do you remember the time?
Own it.
Dedicated to: I did not stutter
(you can kill us. you can mock us. you can beat us. you can nev’r rust our copper ‘feets,
and blacksouls. those ain’t ‘fo sale).
A B.A.D. poem
Drummond-Brown books and e-Books sold on Amazon.
No part of this poem may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by
any means without written permission from the author. KDP Copyrighted Publications.
All Rights Reserved@ March 6, 2021.
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Emotional Poetry
Shalini Garg

Forgotten Flame
I‟m all alone
lost my boat,
lost my lamp
in the midst of darkness
and the turbulence
of thoughts
which keep tossing me
from one wave to another,
the endless
storm rages within.
I hear my forced breath
know that I‟m still alive
and my heart still
palpitating to some unknown
dreary rhythm.
But where is the boat?
Where is the light?
Or will the dark
blindfold my eyes
forever?
Sightless,
I keep rotating
in the maelstrom
throwing me
off balance.
I try to keep
my head above water
and keep moving my arms
up and down
like a sinking gull
who loves to fly
peacefully in clear weather
but got caught
in the tempest.
It grows darker and murkier.
I use strong strokes
to propel myself out
with all my strength
but hopelessness clutches my throat
debilitating me.
I‟m sucked into the vortex.
Suddenly I see a flicker
8
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ignited deep within
the cobwebbed attics
of mind.
I take long
deep breaths
and envision my own gleam
guiding me
to follow my instinct.
I find myself
floating
like a petal
on still water,
singing to myself,
feeling loved.
© Shalini Garg 2021
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Reneé Drummond-Brown

THE MAC DOWN
By: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown

She „gots cake
twice baked on her face.
Lips that stick.
Mascara that runs.
Cheek to cheek
dimpled in luv.
And shadows
that can no longer hide
her pathetic lying eyes.
Dedicated to: Pound for pound
NOTE* VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AIN‟T COOL!
A RocDeeRay Production
Drummond-Brown books and e-Books sold on Amazon.
No part of this poem may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means
without written permission from the author. KDP Copyrighted Publications. All Rights Reserved@
March 1, 2021.
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NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN
“BITCHES,” AND I DID NOT STU-STUSTUTTER!
By: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown

NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “BITCHES,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “GOLD-DIGGERS,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “HOES,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “PUSSIES,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “QUEEN-B’s,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “RATCHET,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “SLUTS,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “TRICKS,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “TRAMPS,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “THOTS,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “WHORES,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
NO OTHER RACE CALLS THEIR WOMEN “OUT THEIR NAMES,”
AND I DID NOT STU-STU-STUTTER…
OUR RACE HAS SAT-BACK FAR-TOO-LONG,
GLORIFYING SEX, KILLINGS, RAPES, HOEING, TWERKING, AND ‘GANG-BANGIN, ALLOWING “OUR” KIDS
TO LOSE THEIR NATURAL BRILLIANT MINDS!
NOPE. NOT ON MY WATCH!
WHERE’S THE PASTORS, SPIRITUAL LEADERS, THE CHURCH, THE COMMUNITY, THE FATHERS, THE
MOTHERS, AND EDUCATORS BACKING THIS POST?
LIKE I THOUGHT…
SILENCE FILLS THEIR AIR,
CAUSE WE DON’T WANT TO OFFEND ANYONE.
AGAIN, NOT ON MY WATCH!
Dedicated to: DEROGATORY, AIN’T YOUR PREROGATIVE
A RocDeeRay Production
Drummond-Brown books and e-Books sold on Amazon.
No part of this poem may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means
without written permission from the author. KDP Copyrighted Publications. All Rights Reserved@ March
15, 2021.
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„O Precious „Iz the Flow~~~
By: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown

You rob our juju lips.
You give suckling to our tender breast.
You rape our piquant private parts.
You mimic our Amazon-hips and rear-ends.
You lead us with blind guides.
You steal from our magical hands.
You drain our brilliant minds.
You toil our dancing „feets.
You choke our giraffe necks.
You shoot our first-borns in the holy back.
Then sketch us a caricature
of misrepresented accounts.
You.
Yes you,
ev‟n place claims on our soul, and stole our last breath.
What‟s left?
„Nothin but the Blood.
„Nothin but the Blood.
„Nothin but the Blood.
„Nothin but the Blood.
„Nothin but the Blood.
„Nothin but the Blood.
„Nothin but the Blood.
Dedicated to: All Used Up
A RocDeeRay Production
Drummond-Brown books and e-Books sold on Amazon.
No part of this poem may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means
without written permission from the author. All Rights Reserved. Copyrighted Material@ Amazon KDP
Publications March 26, 21.
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The Depths of „OUR‟ Souls
By: Author Reneé Drummond-Brown

Dogs.
Bombs.
God.
Faith.
Canon.
Mother-Africa.
Prayers.
Lamentations.
South.
Storms.
Rivers.
Tears.
Mobs.
Hoods.
Pain.
Marching.
Frame.
Voting.
Woods.
Weeds.
Rains.
Cotton.
Tracking.
Harlem.
Lynching.
Strange-fruit.
Bidding-man.
SOLD!
Jim-Crow.
Mammy‟s.
Chattel.
Bondage.
Suppression.
Servitude.
Oppression.
Breast-feeding.
Pharoah‟s.
Blues.
Rapes.
Scars.
Wounds.
Truths.
Experiments.
Verdicts.
Zoos.
Confinement.
Captivity.
Calvary.
13
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judas.
BLOOD.
STAINS.
STAINS.
STAINS.
STAINS.
STAINS.
STAINS.
STAINS.
If you ain‟t „gots
this „kindah soul…
Be very careful
mimicking
the words
“The depths of „my‟ soul.”
You can‟t
ev‟n begin
to know.
PERIOD.
Dedicated to: „OUR‟ slaves for a PROFICIENT job well-done building this whole country!
A RocDeeRay Production
"MY INK BLEEDS BLACK" If used, cite me! (Renee Drummond-Brown).
Drummond-Brown books and e-Books sold on Amazon.
No part of this poem may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any means
without written permission from the author. KDP Copyrighted Publications. All Rights Reserved@
March 20, 2021.
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RAJASHREE MOHAPATRA

IDENTITY
And ask no more
to know me
If you can
watch me with careful eyes
Don't cut me
Don't carve with your motivated hands
to know what I am
Have you ever seen
A flower ...
A bird ...
Singing ...
Dancing ...
with stars ...with wind ... with rain ...
It is love ...
that gives roots to grow
against a hot Sun and heavy rains
I am nothing but love
I would float in your love as the sea waves in sea
I will follow your soul as it leads
Ask me not
Ask no more
Watch me
If you want to know
what I am !
© Copyrighted 2021 by RAJASHREE MOHAPATRA
BHUBANESWAR , ODISHA
INDIA .
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LOST GODDESS
Now no more I am yours
My soul is empty of dreams
And I am lying speechless here
My lips have no power to sing
You are that master craftsman
And me a raw stone
How can I forget those golden hours
of lonely night that are lost forever
With patience , your hands
chiseled unfaded glimmering beauty
I rose like a stunning piece of art
A sculpture, a goddess of love and beauty
With tender touch
you filled me up with songs
I stretched my hands
to gather handful of hope
But
A wrong stroke of chisel
broke me into pieces
Colours of life washed away
I am on a bed of ruin
Before me endless void .
RAJASHREE MOHAPATRA
BHUBANESWAR , ODISHA
INDIA .
Rajashree Mohapatra ,born in Odisha in India is a teacher by profession . Poetry ,painting and
journalism are her passions .She is a bilingual poet . Her Odia and English poems are translated into
many national and international languages and are published in prestigious anthologies , international
ezines and Journals
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Alison Stone

Hercules and a Bat
Upstairs, the lovers start to fight again.
Rough morning sun slaps me with light again.
Whimpers, twitching paws – my ancient hound tracks
prey in dreams. Hares scared of his bite again.
Passion pales to habit. Sleep sweeter than
sex. AM radio sounds trite again.
Torso sewn closed, each breath makes fresh scars throb.
Death real now. How to trust delight again?
Hercules labors, haunted by his dead
wife’s eyes. Some things can’t be made right again.
Manners drop off in darkness. Hungers wake.
Daylight – masks on, polite lies. Night again.
Family visit. Forced cheer stretches, then
breaks. Childhood rivalries ignite again.
Harvested, her heart pumps in another.
Eyes give a blinded child sight again.
How much can heal with lips on scars? A letter?
Time? The mended bat takes flight again.
Years stack up like bills. She hugs familiar
sorrow, her soul a tree-trapped kite. Again,
crooned promises, torn-off clothes. Kisses down
to the bone. The smudged world glows bright again.
Another explosion of stuffing. More
dead pillows. The pit bull contrite again.
Your love’s in the other room, Alison.
Are you hiding from life to write, again?
© Copyrighted 2021 by Alison Stone
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Lukem Bartojay

VINTAGE EYES
The Reality Of It
A Twisted Path
A Sad Smile
Shedding Pages
Along The Way
Changes
Mysterious Beauty
Here And Out
To Behold
With Vintage Eyes
It Took Awhile
To Grow Into
© Copyrighted 2021 by Lukem Bartojay
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Gen Banks

~ Once, I Was a Bird ~
Hello
Is anybody there?
Can you see me?
[I am in here... somewhere]
With my skin, paper thin
My bones of snow, melting
I grow cold and I'm fading to grey
No, I'm not selling sage
And I'm not buying time
[Dare I even exist at my age?]
You don't respond when I call
you these days
At least grace me with a nod
of your fair
golden head
as you stare... through my face,
feigning
to concentrate
on some spot to the left of mid-air
No, don't look away--[I'm still in here, I swear!]
Oh, did I scare you by yelling?
I know no other way
to attract your contempt--er, attention--short of wearing a bell
like a cat, 'round my neck
[Watch out, smooth young birds!
Age stalks youth with a threat]
I'm a ghost of nine lives
though I'm not quite dead... yet

GenX - copyright - 14/02/2021
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Donna McCabe

Abusive Repetition
Setting yourself up
For yet another fall
Another vicious cycle of repetition
When you said it wouldn't happen
You thought you knew it all
No change in circumstance
Not wanting it at all
One day could be your last
There'll be no one to call
You used up all your credit
All the help offered before
Is there no more
You'll end up all alone and lonely
Ramshackled on the floor
Telling yourself again you'll change
Get your life back on track
Depending on mentality
You might just finally crack..
Donna McCabe ©

Blooming Gorgeous..
Fragrances permeate all around
Leaving a sweet aroma
Openly inviting all
Wildlife to their blooms
Ensuring the cycle of life
Revolves and keeps turning
Sweet innocent blooms that hold so much power.
Donna McCabe ©
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Breaking Free
Wanting to break free
Stand out from the crowd
Be what I was meant to be
My own unique me
Having some colour, shape and form
Not falling into the grey shady norm
Of what society dictates and expects
Wanting to feel a sense of liberation
Creative muscles being able to flex.
Donna McCabe ©

Gambling Hearts
When two hearts take a gamble
Putting the stakes at a high price
Betting on the turn of a card
Hoping it will turn out nice
Not seeing the pitfalls and hard knocks ahead
Just living for the day
Emotions that run in the head
The romance and emotions
Gambling on raw emotions and lust
Hoping it will turn out alright
Having a full house
Not going bust...
Donna McCabe ©
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Madhu Gangopadhyay

VERNAL FLUSH!
The morning sky in early March
A jubilant Jamboree, a delight to watch!
At times the specks of flossy clouds
Sail across the azure giggling loud
Of a bright and sunny day,
As they gleefully scud and play!
The impish fluffy, naughty bunch
Makes the sky a field of fun!
Hide and seek, songs and guitar,
They play and tease the biggest star!
The springtime glory bloom and blush
The radiant morn, proclaiming vernal flush!
How beauty in nature imparts;
An impact so divine on human heart!
The gloomy spirits elate and dance
When the sun and the clouds cast flirty glance!
How smiles appear on a sullen face
When the morning sky is suffused with grace!
You wonder at the supreme skills
How majestically he paints the Sky and the hills!
A dawn so dazzling full of warmth, dispels doubts of unseen storms.
The celestial joys fill us so, we rejoice in seraphic aura ,drenched in ethereal glow!
©#madmusings
08-03-2021
© Copyrighted 2021 by Madhu Gangopadhyay
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SLEEP….
The caressing softness that lulls
Enwrapping us in its warmth
Arms like fairies cuddle us
Off we sail to the world of charm!
The silky slink ,the tender touch
That cast upon the eyes
The heady feel, covers and conceal ,
The day’s distress dies !
With my heavy heart on my pillow,
Some days when I sob
You place your lips ,your ethereal kiss;
Magically my worries are robbed!
An enchantress of distant land,
I seek your bosom soft:
You embrace me, hold my hand
Ameliorated, my spirit soars aloft!
How like an angel you transport us
To a land of delectable dreams
Where oblivion descends, peace reigns
And nectar flows like streams!
You are a conjurer; all soulful numbers
In your shelter my pains efface
An ambrosia pure, you soothing slumber
The elixir for life ;my ultimate solace
©#madmusings
11. O3 .2021
© Copyrighted 2021 by Madhu Gangopadhyay
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Oh, Love!
The passion of faith
You are a dew of this dawn flowers.
You are a divine altar
Of constellations
Love comes from two parallel worlds
Love is a calling and a departure,
Love is an ode not ignorance.
Love makes no noise.
She's not proud.
You are a wonderful gift
Lots of memories
You're simple
You are this compound
The world between the blind horizons..
You are this sunrise, you are this sunset
The thoughts disappeared in great ignorance.
You are a delight of song trills.
Love is a discovery.
It's a secret.
This recognition is you.
Love, this infinity.
How do build you.
Is love an escape from repression?
Is love a deep wound of suffering?
Love does not hate
Love does not quarrel,
Listen quietly at night.
Send love, but don't ask for love:
"love me" hey you...love me"
"You do not love me".
Love does not command
”Tell me...”
Love say.
Love is an ideal totalitarian
Love is splendor of breath.
Love is a smile of light.
Love is not only in the Ancestral.
Is love an impulse?
Love this harmony you receive
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From that of the Earth
Not to wither.
I like to hug you
My love
You are in me
And you are love.
Love is silent and loves intensely.
© Daniela Marian – Iasi, Ro

Thirst for you
Thirst for you kills the DNA from microscope.
Bacteria spill on broken walls ashamed of emptiness.
A gene stabbed him in the buttocks
to sit correctly on the table of silence.
The training lesson began to receive
The serum hanging from the claws
The poster projected on a collapsed wall has been written in a hurry.
He stood with his legs outstretched on six frightened bottles
with his eyes fixed on the laptop
He had broken his fingernail
One of them was projecting on his fallen teeth.
Smiling, he sat with his truffle in his arms and tickled his nipple
He stutters two syllables bent to the knees of old age
The pit was desperately pulling him into the box earlier.
He felt sorry for his red eyes from the glass liqueur
With the syringe glued to the dry skin.
The parallels sounded in piles ready to explode.
The stings fell on Gauss's knotted curve.
The crazy and embarrassing masquerade is over.
A group of stars fell in the boxes of serum.
....
© Daniela Marian - Iasi, Ro
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I'M FORLORN
It is evening..
and standing by the window
I am gazing at the serene azure sky;
Today is that memorable day
And your thoughts have come to engage my mind...
With each passing moment as the sun is venting its grace
and filling the sky with kaleidoscopic hues,
The cottony clouds look enraptured
waiting to be bedecked in red and golden fuse;
A cursory distraction...
that soon metamorphoses into a painless ache;
Far away when i hear the cuckoo cry, i wonder,
"Is it yearning for its mate?"
"I'm forlorn my friend, and I'm thinking of you...
but i cannot tell if you're thinking of me too..."
Slowly, nature is diffusing its grace,
but for once, I'm not impressed!
'Cause there is something else, that is much more intense...
it's called melancholy,
and it's pouring bit by bit into myself...
The memorabilia of the setting sun
that you left behind
while bidding adieu one last time...
My heart seems to have imprisoned that moment...
The moment that separated me, from thine;
How can I forget...
Those long walks, those long talks?
Those endless hours of plucking flowers..?
Those mindful roams around winding roads?
Those flying kites and those starry nights..?
Making a huddle while playing in the puddle?
Chasing dragonflies and chasing butterflies?
Smelling the petrichor, after the rain galore?
The winsome smile after running a mile?
These vivid memories that i clearly visualize...
today and always through my mind's eye;
Do you see them too, my friend?
Oh! how i wish I could tell...
And now, as the sun gets engulfed into the far horizon..
A pall of gloom descends upon me;
And my watery eyes seem to say
"When will you come back, my mate?"
© copyright: Moitreyee Raju 2020
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Organically Melancholic
Superstition is ingrained on us
it is what makes us who we are
Melancholy lives in all of us
it is what gives us emotional scars
To live with the indestructibles
is an unreachable dream
A constant yearning for truth not fables
A quest to forgive and redeem
The eyes are the window to the soul
the best way to keep feelings under control
We need some time to show
that all we love is all we know
I enrich myself with death
I cling to a Nephilim's every breath
If love comes with a price
it should also offer reward
Lonely existence will have to suffice
for this excessive melancholic horde
© Copyrighted 2021 by Huw Davies
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Death Immaculate
If is the middle word in life
Silence speaks louder than words
Life is more painful than death
Insidious lies no longer heard
I want to meet my maker young
Let’s start a religion
Let’s plan a war
Our actions echo for eternity
Death brings respite from the pain
Thought dictated with the absence of reason
only makes us insane
I want to meet my maker young
Let’s raise the devil
Let’s get lost in paradise
Death is so immaculate
it frees us from the lies our parents told us
Life is inconsequential
nothing but a combination of greed and lust
I want to meet my maker young
Let’s start a religion
Let’s plan a war
© Copyrighted 2021 by Huw Davies
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Skeletons In My Closet
In this world of bullets and dead babies
where women wear tears like jewelry
everyone is guilty
When society is nothing but a big sigh and grunt
and nice guys really do finish last
hopelessness is a reality
Where love and sex are a prelude to loneliness
and feelings are a prequel to emptiness
honesty becomes vulgarity
I feel like a thanatourist in this life
Look at the comedians, they resemble chameleons
© Copyrighted 2021 by Huw Davies
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The Figure
What is this figure that stands over me
like an eerie fog from my mind
Is it my past come to haunt me
or my future come to warn me
Is it all my hopes and fears
or all my misguided dreams
The figure draws nearer
What is it that I see
Do I see a resemblance of past kin
or the semblance of what my future may hold
The figure draws yet nearer still
What is this Euhemerus shape before me
Is it all my nightmares come at once
all the memories of girls I have loved
all the lies I may have told
all the broken promises I have been forced to behold
The figure is at hand
The figure is here
© Copyrighted 2021 by Huw Davies
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Angels or Demons
I don't know if I believe in Angels
I don't know if I believe in Demons
I don't know if I believe in the divine
I don't know if I believe in the heathen
I don't know if I blindly go along
indoctrinated by a psalm
I don't know if I even care
seeing satanic symbols everywhere
Listen to the word
or do what thou wilt
Luciferian or Christian
Baphomet or Gabriel
3am or 3pm
Pyramid or Crucifix
Brainwashing or belief
Is there really a difference?
Who will be judged?
Who will be judge?
I need no God
I need no Devil
The world creates its own
good and evil
What is the price
of paradise?
We are a society
that has rejected piety
Belief is our last refuge
Listen to the voices
Obey
© Copyrighted 2021 by Huw Davies
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~ DreamSeeders ~
The Powers in ivory towers despise
the lives of grey lemmings
and two-legged bees
who suffer to breathe
through chattering teeth,
while pulling the wool over tired eyes
Is it the fault of the blind they can't see?
Most are preoccupied
in a race to survive,
Many too pained
to notice the games
being played behind killing machines
By day, the mice squeak, but soon
turn a slapped cheek
Backs aching
Hearts breaking
While each night,
the sheep quake in their sleep
Yet among the crowd,
can still be found
those sowing the seeds of new dreams
The colourful ones, who speak to the trees
who sing in sweet harmony
march in the streets
The dangerous ones,
who aspire to peace
who care for clean water and all living things
These are the ones
the Machinery fear
They are few, yet have always been here
These seeders of freedom
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Greed seeks to destroy
alas, Midas can't see, nor hear joy ringing clear
For dreamers aren't quite the naïfs
they may seem
Magic knows how to hide her wild light
in plain sight--reappearing with shocking surprise!
the instant the Evil One blinks his red eye
© GenX - copyright - 01/01/21
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How Many Monkeys?
——
Moonlit Shadows
And Apparitions
Graveyard Visions
And Twisted Religions
Do You Trust Your Mind
To Make Decisions
Where Your Soul Is Concerned?
With A Wandering
With A Wondering
Mind's Eye In Darkness
Second Sight Would Be Nice
If An Animal Has A Soul
If You Believe It's So…
How Many Monkeys?
How Many Monkeys Halos Glow?
And Monkeys The Start Of Humanity
How Many Monkeys, You And Me
Go To Space To See What Monkeys
Humans Will Be...
When Will We Leave?
——
A Strange Relay
Did Say
An Open Mind
Start Up
A Brand New
Shadow Play
The Spirit Of
A Little Mind
The Spirit Of The
Did Not Say
Yet More Outside
Is Way
Is Now
Deepening
All The Time
A 12 Hour Switch
It’s Not Beginning
Another Place
Am I ?
As There Won’t
Leave A Trace
In New Talents
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As Won’t Stay
The Same
Get All That
Twelve Outside Of When
12 Hour Switch
© Copyrighted 2021 by Lukem Bartojay

Whisper Recoil
Strange Circumstance
Ways Become As Well
Faces New Eternity
Why, If, And, How
Cobwebbed Thought
To The Fore, Unknown
Future Comes Back, See
Origin Satellite
Repeats Out There
Brain Waves
Strange Circumstance
Recovers Grave
Was Has Now
Releasing A Pulse
To A Wandering Sky
What It Was
What It Is, How Again
Mind Lost
Decide What’s Real
From Dream
Too True
Facts Beyond Reality
Aura Of Mind
Ghost Is Where
The Living Ones
Ever More, Waking Dream
Echoing Madness, Brain Lifted
Peering Through, When To Get
And More
Whisper Recoil
© Copyrighted 2021 by Lukem Bartojay
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BELIEVER
Solitary she lay looking at her boy...
With eyes full of scorn, her insides torn,
the mind in complete disarray;
The tempest within
is about to be one
with the tempest without...!
The clattering window panes
and her shattering thoughts
are now walking hand in hand
in the land of chaos...
"Oh why did you come?
You're a body in a crippled frame
A someone whom no one wants to claim"
The wind is lashing
And her thoughts gashing
Creating wounds deep in the core
And, there is none to behold;
"What should i do with you?
My life has lost its perfect hue...
But how can I abandon you?"
The wind makes way for clouds to gather
Deep, dark and rainy....
They surround her eyes
in a cloudy shroud
waiting to untether;
And then...
the eternal floodgates released with a thunderous applause
With eyes gleaming and voice screaming
She seemed to say,
"Such mirth? What's the cause?
Is my pain a mere trivial game?
I've been disowned by my very own
Making my boy their pawn
An innocent child is he...
unaware of his plight is he..."
Her heart swelled and her eyes welled
And when tears rolled
she made herself sold...
To the rainwater of seers.
As the sun shorn through the clouds
the voice of the ancient sage came aloud
"You are desolate...?
But am I not? yet forget to shine, i have not!
And hence does the moon and the stars;
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And the lofty mountains and the vast river
Their only endeavor is to be a giver
Strength is believing
In the sanctity of giving!"
Awake from a deep slumber
She heard no sound of thunder
Instead a subtle tranquillity
That bore deep into her reality
She looked around and found...
the rain washed leaves, greener
The birds, chirpier
the sky even more bluer...
And at last...
Everything was crystal clear....!!!
© copyright: Moitreyee Raju 2021
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Meg Smith

The Famine Garden
My people gather their ghosts in songs,
faces softly against grass,
in prayers uttered in green froth -the sea foam of an ocean's blood,
the last chorus of want.
They fade as the tide fades, rushing out -leaving only crosses in stones.
I arrive through a passage
unknown to night; a witness to rain,
bloodless and clear, flowing over my hands.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Meg Smith
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Word Wraiths
Warriors of and for
Odin and Thor
Ragnornok's
Decimators
Writing our destinies and fates
Religious reading our magical runes
Annihilating our adversaries
Inking our flowing flooding bloods
Terrorizing Hel, Jörmungandr, and Fenrir
Hellaciously retributing
Sinners for their wrongful doings!
© copyrighted 2021 By Eric Shelman

Word Beserkers
Wore bear-totems for battle and worshipped
Odin, who gave them to mankind as gifts
Raped and murdered their hosts
Disruptive dreadful warrior-shamans.
Barbarians, royalty guards, shock troops
Extremely united with animal world
Savagery in their fighting style
Evil-doers
Religiously practicing bear-cult traditions
Killing hosts and
Enemies while in
Raged and magically impentrable
Spells, and trances, wearing bear-shirts.
© copyrighted 2021 By Eric Shelman
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Word Ulfheðnars
Wore wolf-skins in battle and worshipped
Odin, as their Supreme Deity
Religiously practiced wolf-cult traditions
Deemed as Tyr's gift to the Vikings.
United with the animal world
Layed down at death with wolf pelts
Far better than the Beserkers
Honed into being warrior-shamans
Elite Viking military forces
Deemed Heathen Devils and outlawed
Noteworthily protected royalty and fought
Attacked enemies savagely and won
Raged and magically impenetrable
Shapeshifters, immune to fire or iron!
© copyrighted 2021 By Eric Shelman

Word Valkyries
Weaved warriors' tragic fates
Odin's twelve handmaidens
Roles reminiscent of Norns
Dutifully fighting next to him in battle
Valkyries were female spirits of carnage
Arrows and swords for beaters
Looking at one is like staring into a flame
Killed chosen fallen warriors
Yabbering their intentions ominously
Religiously practiced complex shamanism
Intestines for their threads
Entered Valhalla and took souls there, used
Severed heads for weights.
© copyrighted 2021 By Eric Shelman
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Nurturer
She nourishes
simultaneously
countless of them
who open their mouths wide
hungrily at birth
to suckle on her
meagre breasts.
Their mouths greedily
widening even more
with time.
She’s become so frail,
her mutilated verdant apparel
barely covers her.
She’s helpless with her
disfigured bosom
and fractured limbs.
Choking on her disability
to withstand
the increasing pressure,
her lungs are collapsing
in the incessant sooty smoke,
all shriveled and spent.
She’s been
the tree of eternal life
holding all the elements
together in her lap.
She’s now falling apart.
Her viscera is hollowed out.
They’ve tormented her
with the treachery
of a million machines
boring in her belly
that her own machine
is failing to start up.
When she laughed
birds fluttered around her
singing the songs of delight,
rain sprinkled
from her lips like
an elixir of honey droplets.
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Now she only wails,
acerbic fluid drips from
her scarlet eyes.
The fury in her eyes
is ablaze far and wide
gradually consuming her.
She has lost her balance
walking on a tight rope
which shakes
and finally brakes.
Can we save her?
Undo the damage?
But who will save us
from us?
© Shalini Garg 2021
#saveearth
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JOURNEY
When the meteors drop into the grave
When the moon floats on the wave
My castles are blown in thin air
Drops of tears fill an ocean in my prayer .
In every helplessness I strive
With my eyes open I dream
From sunrise to next sunrise
When the silent leaves are still around me
In the shadow of mighty hills .
Again I straighten my back
To climb up the same hill with a new hope
When my heart is injured
I need to lean on your shoulder
Would you like to wait a while for me
Will you help me spread my wings
The sky is starry !
See how night is celebrating its beauty !
© Copyrighted 2021 by RAJASHREE MOHAPATRA
BHUBANESWAR , ODISHA
INDIA .
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I'm By Your Sidewalk.
You are going to die as I'm by your side walk
Going going by
Damage sounds due date to be too soon
About Eggshells rushing Euphorea,
Our urban for a dentist and smile evenly
And pleasant alternative trying,
Letting my Whiteness to be let you reading prompt
I follow you as you follow the distances
Between brews
Our brows curled and spreaded
We left us bereft of most death blight.
---You are going to die as I'm by your sidewalk
Going , going by
Yonder there further than farthest future's farewell,
Opposite to each other's every mess.
We wanted fairness
Dear ness allowances to live apart
Safest distances, emptying littering;
Manchester's mansion crowd and betterment of endurance ,
A goodness in good evening
geometric eclipses,
Some syllables, sometimes a remembrance
Some drainage problems outlet
Skyline with another partner part time
Perpetually away from everyday perils:
To be poorly rich and richly poor people
We to pursue happy Halloween,
To be a happy Sundance movie
In pausing beeswax, waxing senses
Wikipedia, and gobbling the play.
--You are going to die as I'm sidewalk
By widening distance
Wildfire wellness
We welcomed the world won't return to our us
Squashed torquay feeds bewildered creeds,
Supine two pegs and fortitude
Subtle systems start with revitalizing energy;
We will be apart again and again
And every day we will be aware of us
That we are away and safe
Furthermore fussy what were over there
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We shall be caught by squinted breath
A statement-- every participant as Defiant greedily release the distance
When discussing, a distance as quills comfort
-Smart phones will change our seems
Subordinate clauses errand bisected love
Eat fat what you missed lungs
Have a new house in a new sunshine
Neighbouring easy we will make our east
West and so on other resources
A sun source we learned and leaned
And always careful for the formal bedtime
No fault and bed just review of past senses
And mixture experiences,
Just a drive to revive familiarity to other gratitude
Outing woester semblence epithet
We will be complete .
A completeness single in doubled imagination
Under double concrete measured.
-We are going to die as died we are in we
Are now being tweeted about twofold tow clocks in.
© Copyrighted 2021 By Kanta Roy
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...the wood of the barn creaks - it speaks volumes...
...fresh mown hay,
stuffed
rough
in a flour sack,
white,
under your back
in the loft of a summer’s night,
clover and thyme thick air.
Horse nostrils flare in the stable below.
The lovers, stock still, all amber glow,
suspended in time,
freeze,
avoiding the impending sneeze
of betrayal.
The wood of the barn creaks.
It speaks volumes...
© Copyrighted 2021 by jan ferrierr
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Harakiri
I know it’s unfair to be self-absorbed
When the horizon is wounded and festering sores
Wickets are not for little boys any more
They only mean how much you have succeeded in sucking up
Forgive me my indulgences and petty yearnings
Hankering for that which is beyond Everest
Trussed up in my own spider web of Laxman Rekhas
Smirk at my hallucinating heart
Digressing into territories where angels have already treaded
Luckily the mind is its own temple
Mine is without an idol
Therefore I worship only love
The selfless guillotining I allow myself
The Harakiri which has its own bloody puddles
Bear with me till I bury my Caesars .
© Copyright Lily Swarn 1.3.2019
With an ache for war torn areas
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HOLI HAI!!!
Volleys of blood red slings
Catapulting into space
The colours of Spring are passé
It's time for bloody Holi
Shattered hearts
Splattered limbs
Grotesque faces mutilated
With colourful shrapnel
His arm and her leg
Your heart and my soul
All in a multi-hued heap
Carcasses bright and gay
Bodies floating on high
Airplanes full of Spring
Bonanzas !
Dead relatives spilling out
What a colourful world
Dear Lord
Your inspiring universe
Topsy turvy
Tints, tones , shades
Of blood and gore
Guns and metal
Sticks and rods
No "pichkaari""
No gulaal
It's ""abir" from hell's door
No "tesu" flowers from the
Flame of the Forest
No turmeric pastes!
No indigo dyes this Holi
It's a merry old
Blood bath !
Rejoice ye all
Holi hai!!
Happy Holi!!
Copyright Lily Swarn 23.3.2016
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Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia
An Acrostic Nonsense Rhyme
How on Earth do you pronounce it?
I'll try but know my tongue will flounce it
Perhaps if I first have a beer
Perhaps I might then lose my fear
Oh goodness me I hate long words
Please Sir, this one's quite absurd!
Overlong and overblown
Twisting tongues, and lips alone
Oh who made up this term so grim?
My hands would like to strangle him
Or maybe make him eat his word
Nevermore should it be heard!
Short and simple, that's my creed
Try using similes at need
Relish in descriptive prose
Or plain terms, and don't presuppose
Some (or many) know their Greek
Errata are not what we seek
So tone it down and keep it plain
Quit using words you must explain
Unless you write a dictionary
I'm sure some like lexography
Pish posh! You see? I'm now infected
Please nurse I must now be injected
Else I'll start spouting, me yes! Me!
Disgusting polysyllably!
Aaargh! Help me quick, I need a doctor
Litigation! Where's the proctor?
I've lost control, I'm having seizures
Oh Lord, there must be cures? Procedures?
Perhaps I'd better just calm down
Homeopathic drops abound
Or books, I'll be a bibliophile
Books, yes, that's so much more my style
I'll learn to love these bigger words
And join the logophiles and nerds
© Copyrighted by Mike Geaney 2021
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Art
Critics look for cycles, try to track art.
Arrangement of apples and pears. Snack? Art?
Cobain rhymed libido with mosquito.
The Fool leaps carrying a sack of art.
Fear behind every bullet or fist.
Bullies target the smart, fascists attack art.
My first-choice school – the University
of Illusion and Dreams. My fallback – art.
Some cultures vanish into history.
Invaders burn libraries, ransack art.
Blue jays squabble and screech at the feeder.
The Dolls sing about the poison black art
of the pimps. Remember when drag queens were
shocking? We’d blare “Jet Boy,” yak about art.
Diapers and mashed banana instead of
paint. The new mother wilts from lack of art.
Would you waitress? Face rejection over
and over? Live in a shack for art?
Among the airplanes’ taillights, one star, longdead. Among flea market bric-a-brac, art.
Farm-fresh, he marvels at the disparate
hungers of New York – Wall Street greed, crack, art.
Where are you, Alison? Sick of living
in the “real world,” I escaped back to art.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Alison Stone
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Poem Inspired by Decluttering
Marie Kondo says our things should spark joy.
Make hay in the sunlight. In the dark, joy.
As the drowning cried out, did Noah and
his wife feel guilt or, safe on the ark, joy?
Poe’s raven’s stuck repeating, Nevermore.
The warbler trills longing; the skylark, joy.
Love’s first flush. We kiss in bedrooms, on boats,
near marble generals in the park. Joy,
ours and the world’s, spilling everywhere. Trees
weighed down with blossoms. Cats purr, dogs bark joy.
The felled elephant’s body triggers grief.
The lighting’s zag, fear. The rainbow’s arc, joy.
We overspend and fight about coffee
cup designs. Christmas used to mean, Hark! Joy.
The child’s rambunctious delight. The teen’s
hormone-driven pleasure. The monk’s stark joy.
Worry leaves dark circles. Despair, grey hair
and awkward smiles. Why no mark from joy?
Bottomless CEO’s grab and grab. Stock,
land, water. Soon they’ll try to trademark joy.
Once-abused women take their scarred bodies,
pack away memories. Embark on joy.
Aren’t you bored, Alison, with black clothes and
practiced angst? Why not try, for a lark, joy?
© Copyrighted 2021 by Alison Stone
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A day of days
A day of days comes such a way
As if a jockey's bending his body on a naughty horse,
Before the blinking of eyes 24 hours are over
A day of days comes even such a way
As if a snail crawls with its tired body
A day of days comes such a way
As if it's the very gape of a gluttonous monster
Whose uvula is visible, deeply red,
Nightmares are pacing up and down
A day of days comes even such a way
Like cooling water-melon in hot summer noon,
While biting, it seems as it were
God's standing just a hand apart
A day of days comes such a way
When words, like the tiny fishes in herds
Glitter in the midst of poems
A day of days comes even such a way
When there's no word in the fingers,
Just like the smoke of burning dry leaves
It vanishes in the ether in circles
© Copyrighted 2021 by Shaswata Gangopadhyay
Translated from Bengali to English by : Rajdeep Mukherjee
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The way Vincent Van Gogh thought
Was I born on a stone
with froth and shrub on my body?
Here and there those mine- workers
and pregnant women, who ramble
like shadows, a cane-basket and hair grip
they have left behind are symbols of depression,
when I think that way
my blood fluctuates like ebb and flow
One who throws towards the distressed people
strong ladders knitted with ropes,
I&#39;ll certainly reach near them
with my easel and colour-brush
Their wounded parts following my glance
are peeping through my drawings of sketches
just like a sun-flower growing solitarily
and secretly in the womb of night
© Copyrighted 2021 by Shaswata Gangopadhyay
Translated from Bengali to English by : Rajdeep Mukherjee
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Offspring of Monster (2009) and Holes of Red Crabs(2015).
Very recently His Poems had been exhibited
in a Poetry Festival in Picollo Museum,Italythe only Poetry Museum of the world. English Translations of his
Poetry have been published in various journals and anthologies of
Europe,America, Asia, Africa and Latin America
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Michael Lee Johnson

Native I Am, Cocopa (V3)
By Michael Lee Johnson

Now once-great events fading
into seamless history,
I am a mother, proud.
My native numbers are few.
In my heart digs many memories
forty-one relatives left in 1937.
Decay is all left of their bones, memories.
I pinch my dark skin.
I dig earthworms
farm dirt from my fingertips
grab native
Baja and Southwestern California,
its soil and sand wedged between my spaced teeth.
I see the dancing prayers of many gods.
I am Cocopa, a remnant of the Yuman family.
I extend my mouth into forest fires
Colorado rivers, trout-filled mountain streams.
I survive on corn, melons, and
pumpkins, mesquite beans.
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I still dance in grass skirts
drink a hint of red Sonora wine.

I am a mother, proud.
I am parchment from animal earth.

Note: This is the story poem of the Cocopah Indian tribe and their journey over the years. “The River
People descended from the greater Yuman-speaking area, which occupied lands along the Colorado
River, and the Cocopah Indian tribe had no written language. However, historical records have been
passed on orally and by outside visitors.” Michael Lee Johnson lived ten years in Canada, Vietnam era.
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Juice Box Girl
(After Midnight Moments)
By Michael Lee Johnson

I'm a juice box girl,
squeeze me, play me
like an accordion,
box-shaped, but gagged edges.
Breathe me inside out,
I'm nude, fruity, fractured,
strawberry melon,
nightshade wine.
Chicago, 3:00 a.m.
somewhere stranded
someone's balcony
memories undefined,
you will find me there
stretched naked, doing
the Electric Slide,
taking morning selfies
upward morning into the sun
then in shutters
closeout pictures
Chiquita bananas,
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those Greek lovers
running late,
Little Village, Greektown
so many men's night faces fading out.
Wash cleanse in me.
I'm no Sylvia Plath
in an oven image of death
I resuscitate; I'm still alive.
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Sweet Nectar (V2)
By Michael Lee Johnson

Daddy wants to see a hummingbird.
Ruby-throated hummingbird
devil in feathers,
Illinois baby come to me,
challenge my feeder
sip up, drain nectar,
no straw needed.
You are a master of your craft.
My thumb your measurements
your brain 1-grain size
white rice the same as mine.
Your vision impeccable
clean your glasses thick and sticky,
murky migration into your
miracle little boy
prove 2 me you
are the real Wild Bill Hickok
dancing with your Calamity Jane
tick tock, a year there, year back,
3,000 miles across the saltwater
the route to Mexico, traveler
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landing South America,
shake the dice toss them
you bandit.
Will you return hummingbird
daddy is on the blender,
mixing new formulas
bright new color nectar.
Michael Lee Johnson lived ten years in Canada during the Vietnam era and is a dual citizen of
the United States and Canada. Today he is a poet, freelance writer, amateur photographer,
and small business owner in Itasca, DuPage County, Illinois. Mr. Johnson published in more
than 2,013 new publications, and his poems have appeared in 40 countries; he edits, publishes
ten poetry sites. Michael Lee Johnson has been nominated for 2 Pushcart Prize awards poetry
2015/1 Best of the Net 2016/2 Best of the Net 2017, 2 Best of the Net 2018. Two hundred
twenty-five poetry videos are now on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/poetrymanusa/videos. Editor-in-chief poetry anthology,
Moonlight Dreamers of Yellow Haze: http://www.amazon.com/dp/1530456762; editor-inchief poetry anthology, Dandelion in a Vase of Roses available here
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1545352089.
Editor-in-chief Warriors with Wings: The Best in Contemporary Poetry,
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1722130717.
https://www.amazon.com/Michael-LeeJohnson/e/B0055HTMBQ%3Fref=dbs_a_mng_rwt_scns_share
https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Michael+Lee+Johnson&type=. Member
Illinois State Poetry Society: http://www.illinoispoets.org/. Do not forget to consider me for
Best of the Net or Pushcart nomination!
Do not forget to consider me for Best of the Net or Pushcart nomination!
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Rochdale College
Freedom School, I Exiled in Time
Toronto, Canada (1972)
By Michael Lee Johnson

Chased by this wild, I was a black wolf of time
freedom extinguished meI died on borrowed time,
I died on hashish,
I died on snorting cocaine,
I died on the “H” man, heroin,
LSD, acid passed around hallucinated me
into Disneyland without my house slippers.
I nearly jumped 18 floors without hemp,
straight down breaking through plate glass,
Jesus invisible was my invincible Superman.
I nearly died listening to
American Woman, Guess Who,
they feed me downers for my overdose.
I nearly died in a small room
balling an unknown little bitch from Montreal.
All those little pills in dresser drawers, yellow, pink, and red.
I nearly died, Yonge Street, with hippy beads,
leather purse, belt, fake gold chain, and small pocket change.
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I went the way I didn’t know where to go,
searching for heaven ending at entrance
hells gate, Mount Pleasant Cemetery.
Let me fluoresce, splatter red on the asphalt
of my exiled heart.
Let me follow the freedom school,
Summerhill, England, free love.

(Note: Rochdale College was patterned after Summerhill SchoolDemocratic “freedom school” in England founded in 1921
by Alexander Sutherland Neill with the belief that the school
should be made to fit the child, rather than the other way around.)
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Glen Armstrong

Cherry Cola CXX
Sister scatters clouds by staring at them.
Silver cats claw at the
same
with zero results.
She is the envy of witches
and doomsday
cults.
Still, it rains and airlines overcharge.
The bulls are on the
money,
but the matadors cheat
It’s another brand of magic,
another planet,
another
girl.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Glen Armstrong
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Hotel de Chirico
Names reach out to bodies
the little man with the spider
bites
we transition from bed twice
each twenty-four
hours
our world excites
with its big difference
between reality
and fantasy but this
is not our world
the man
on stilts steals birds
from the sky
size can be shocking
information
grows a tail.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Glen Armstrong
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Red Circle
They all envy the red circle
that passes
over borders
like an ambassador’s
watch or a virus.
I love you
and some of the paintings
in that giant book
that you opened
for me at the library.
The red circle has no money,
no neck.
You have a small amount of money
and one neck.
Some people say that the red
circle is wearing
a red dress,
that at night,
the circle is a full moon
or a woman
taking a bath,
but I don’t think
that the circle could take its red
off,
even if it wanted to.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Glen Armstrong
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Ngozi Olivia Osuoha

THE FOOLISH MAJORITY
Illiterate men on rampage
Garnering raw courage,
Rolling in ignorance
Causing huge nuisance.
Wayward women on gear
Speeding without fear,
Jerking at random
Wishing for stardom.
The foolish majority
Rising against the minority,
Riding on the wings of gang-up
Sliding through frame-up.
Uncultured, unmannered, untrained
Insincere, inhumane, insane
Free for all, abusive
Uncoordinated, unconstitutional, repulsive.
See them in kinsmen
Amidst brotherhood,
See them in semen
Amidst neighborhood.
The foolish majority
A family of bandits,
The portable entity
A family of dirty habits.
They have a goal
So dark like charcoal,
They dig coal
Just to burn up truths.
They steal dowries
And sell cowries,
They swallow moons
And swear by noons.
© Copyrighted 2021 Ngozi Olivia Osuoha
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FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
When you are far from the madding crowd
They think you are possessed,
When you are far from the madding crowd
They call you a witch.
They call you names
To cover their games,
They paint you black
To gather their back.
See, look, listen, and hear
They live in darkness
Staggering in hate
And swerving in bitterness,
They hire mates to lay siege.
When you are far from the madding crowd
By being sane and sound,
They cook diverse holes in whole
Just to scatter and shatter.
They block and mount roadblocks
They are snipers and whisperers,
Shooting, and murmuring
Looting, and devouring.
They are evildoers
Doing wrong, piling up insanity,
Divers of ugly trends
Trending horror and terror.
They gather for evil
They backbite, gossip and blackmail
Scandals give them blood
Slandering and defamation inspire them
Character assassination is their sole aim,
They jubilate over crimes they perform
And celebrate their atrocities.
Far from the madding crowd, heroes are
Giants become ashes by these foilers
Legends turn crazy from them; toilers
So the foolish majority sound like thunders
Instigating, inciting, indicting
But a day of reckoning is coming,
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Let them not cry foul when visited.
© Copyrighted 2021 Ngozi Olivia Osuoha
Ngozi Olivia Osuoha is a Nigerian poet/writer/thinker/author. She's a graduate of Estate Management
with experience in Banking and Broadcasting. She has featured in over sixty international anthologies
and has equally published over two hundred and sixty poems in over twenty five countries. She has
authored twenty three poetry books and some of them are archived in the United States' Library of
Congress. She is also a tailor.
Some of her poems have been nominated for both the Best Of The Net Awards and Pushcart Prize.
Some of her works have also been translated into and published in some languages, including Spanish,
Arabic, Farsi, Macedonian, Romanian, Russian, Polish, Khloe and others

.
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THE NONAGENARIAN DEITY
The nonagenarian deity
Instrumentalist, folklorist
Instrument of folklore;
Mike Ejeagha.
In tongues and gongs
Songs; sung and unsung
Climbing rungs to right wrongs;
Melting hills like wax.
The beautiful rainbow
That dazzles against shackles,
The handsome glow
That twinkles even with wrinkles.
Male, now pale
Tale even of gale
Voice of the ancestors
Flute of the kindred spirit
Tune, concordance, trumpet
Melody and harmony;
Mike Ejeagha.
The nonagenarian deity
Festival of folklores,
Spirit of the gods
The legacy, the heritage.
Mike Ejeagha
Anchor of tales
Succour of tails
Ripples on marble,
Legend of the seeker.
The golden voice
The diamond nuance
Platinum echo,
Hero of the land
Warrior of the people;
Mike Ejeagha.
Eulogies and elegies
Solemn assembly of the gods
Gathering of the spirits
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The archive, the archivist.
Mike Ejeagha
Tales by moonlight
Realities by sunlight
Leisure by daylight
Pleasure by broad daylight,
A legend gentleman.
At ninety and one
You fought and won,
A unique nonagenarian
A prolific Nigerian,
Mike Ejeagha;
Another wonder of the world.
© Copyrighted 2021 Ngozi Olivia Osuoha
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Donna McCabe

Artistic Creation
An artistic creation
Brought lovingly to life
With thoughtfully selected colours
Mixed carefully with flare
Time and passion combined
Taking time,taking care
A beautiful piece of art
Transferred from mind to paper
An artistic delight
A creative shaper.
Donna McCabe ©
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Allison Grayhurst

Unseen
The folly of faith,
impossible to describe,
seeing the roots, the buds
connected but separated
by the trunk - crusty,
immovable, a thick stick
stubborn realty.

The buds are the fruit of faith
as the roots drink, low, snake-like in
their undercavern - moist with the fluids of earth,
tougher than the surrounding insects and worms,
carrying substance through
the almost impenetrable wood wood for paper, wood for footbridges,
and for building beaver dams
and a multitude of varied homes.

When the buds bloom, we smell the blossom
hold their fragile sides, unplucked inside a gentle touch.
Then the songbirds come, the squirrels, the first summer’s
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light, and the buds turn into apples, peaches, a succulent cherry.

The faith of the root is actualized.
We consume, satiated by the sweet flesh and nectar nutrients flow into fingertips, bellies-centred,
calf muscles, and our brains, fed,
able to charge unchartered pathways,
revolutionary understanding, shoulder altruism.

Faith is this folly that only
the poor in expectation can see,
faith as fodder for the foal, necessary
as the change of seasons, faith
that begins
in the root-blood-bond darkness
far below.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Allison Grayhurst
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Blinding
Unyielding heat
joined to the glowing trees
and take-away flowers.

My pleasure is broken
like a dream when waking.

Today I vanquish my delusions, eat
the green strawberry and circle
my loneliness, ghostly but growing
bones and ligaments.

My choice feels like a crime
when there are only some I can help save,
when my soft embrace must yield to stiff arms

and August has just begun no shade, no signs of rain.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Allison Grayhurst
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Sun-spill Son-spell
By myself, I was deceived,
led by a false enthusiasm
of generosity that fizzled out
when reality made its claim.

Devotion is rare, even rarer
is the true gift given,
void of expectation
on the receiver.
Faith is holding emptiness with God,
a fountain that recycles its flow, continuously.
Jesus is a shock
out of human nature into God’s nature.
Jesus is a higher level of heaven revealed,

but hard to keep the veil open when the world restricts,
presses down with its laws, telling us otherwise.

I see a house.
we will enter that house.
In that house,
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food and love will be abundant.
In this house, we will be invited,
where the walls have a pulse,
a warm blood rhythm.
From this house
we will witness a smiling flock of geese overhead,
crying out a simultaneous song, crying out
with such vitality it usurps then transforms
the dark familiar, absolving our debts
with that song, along with every other bond
embroidered to our skin that made us weep
from their inexorable weight and prophecy.

© Copyrighted 2021 by Allison Grayhurst
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Half Circle
Too late, in the earth,
dug out and consumed.
A cramp in the thigh you named
your own, the affronted sensibility
of your self-importance.
That cramp took out your uterus,
took your home on the hill
and put you in a basement,
took me out too
of any further equation.
Too far, the fracture thickened into
a chasm, your mind found release
in bold yellows and reds
because it could no longer bear
the subtleties of existence.
You turned a monster into an effigy
of hope, sold justice for titillating fascism.
I am trying to forgive you, accept your death,
the hardened block cell walls of your mind,
once so fecund with inquisitiveness,
abstraction and high atmosphere.
Sometimes mercy comes as a shock,
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a rippling destructive wave, speeding, breaking
the floorboards, the ceiling, so there is no recourse
but to run into the wide open, pajamas on, grief
on naked display.
Grief over our desecrated love,
over never knowing another morning
without raw anxiety, with allegiance only
to the immediacy of obvious uncertainty,
loss, the possibility of more loss.

God is on my doorstep
like a swarm of sparrows saying
I love you I love you
I am here

I have been broken by this unhappy year,
still breaking, it seems.
I cannot piece myself together.

God arrives as a blue jay at my back window,
speaks, and I know the past is a finished dance,
necessary, sealed.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Allison Grayhurst
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Figurine
In the middle, anywhere,
the Earth becomes a song,
a vision of its collected souls.
As the snake inches forward, then
consumes the still frog, the frog
thinking its camouflage and stillness
is enough protection, but it is not,
as high above nebulas continue to spin and stars
touch stars and explode.
How much compromise is permitted
before love loses its purity, its testimony to truth?
What is the threshold, obvious when reached,
when the deformity is complete and love
melts into a wickless waxy blob,
incapable of sustaining any flame?

In my mind, I am seeing you
as when I was 15, 21, 45, seeing
your dazzling eyes, the lightness in your walk,
your unencumbered joy, remembering
our summers spent in Montreal, Phoenix, Toronto,
in renewing conversations and camaraderie.
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In my mind, I will think of you
as one who has died and is not coming back.
Another spirit gone, to be thankful for
that you once were - like my father,
my many cats, rats, birds, big black dog
and my mentor.

You slipped on the mud, slipped up
and couldn’t return or find the courage to keep on the path.
You detoured into the plastic city, with plastic
placements, plastic bedrooms and digital relationships.
Poverty is hard, but still,
I expected so much more from you.
I thought we would take this to the end together –
as family does.
You broke our pact. You broke my heart.
The whole of a heavy high wave has collapsed on my back,
and the once singular flourishing mountain that was us,
has cracked down its centre, nothing left
but a barren flatland not a sprout, not a sound, not an insect,
soulless, seedless, dreamless, forsaken.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Allison Grayhurst
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bio:
Allison Grayhurst is a member of the League of Canadian Poets. Four of her poems were nominated for
“Best of the Net” in 2015/2018, and one eight-part story-poem was nominated for “Best of the Net” in
2017. She has over 1,260 poems published in more than 500 international journals and anthologies.
In 2018, her book Sight at Zero, was listed #34 on CBC’s “Your Ultimate Canadian Poetry List”.
In 2020, her work was translated into Chinese and published in "Rendition of International Poetry
Quarterly" and in “Poetry Hall”.
Her book Somewhere Falling was published by Beach Holme Publishers, a Porcepic Book, in Vancouver
in 1995. Since then she has published eighteen other books of poetry and five collections with Edge
Unlimited Publishing. Prior to the publication of Somewhere Falling she had a poetry book published,
Common Dream, and four chapbooks published by The Plowman. Her poetry chapbook The River is
Blind was published by Ottawa publisher above/ground press December 2012. In 2014 her chapbook
Surrogate Dharma was published by Kind of a Hurricane Press, Barometric Pressures Author Series. In
2015, her book No Raft – No Ocean was published by Scars Publications. Also, her book Make the Wind
was published in 2016 by Scars Publications. As well, her book Trial and Witness – selected poems, was
published in 2016 by Creative Talents Unleashed (CTU Publishing Group). More recently, her book
Tadpoles Find the Sun was published by Cyberwit, August 2020. She is a vegan. She lives in Toronto with
her family. She also sculpts, working with clay; www.allisongrayhurst.com
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Madhu Gangopadhyay

Entreaty
Stay with me compassion
Don’t leave me destitute!
Fill me with sympathy
Kindness be my flute
Let solicitude be my constant companion
Forbearance my pride
Tenderness replete in my blood
Philanthropy in every stride!
A world where love reigns supreme
Egalitarianism permeates the air
Make me a part of such a realm
Where all share and care!
Infuse me with the power to heal
The repressed and the poor
Suffuse the earth with hues of joys
So none shall suffer anymore!
©#madmusings❤
18-02-2021
© Copyrighted 2021 by Madhu Gangopadhyay

Madhu Gangopadhyay
MA( English ) , Bachelor of Education
Pursuing PhD in English Literature
An educator, content developer ,soft skills trainer, and above all a passionate poet and a writer. I love to
pen my thoughts and musings at random times. My penchant for the Greek mythology is often found in
my composition.
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Daniela Marian

Mother
Her eyes filled with joy like a spring,
as if she had lived her childhood again.
She was beautiful and hardworking a balms.
She wore a pastel dresses with floral embroidery
She was so beautiful and enlightened
During the holy holidays used to put on veil
on her head made of silk with tassels
She looked up at the sky and prayed
"Recite a few psalms"
The sky a hers flooded with light
The sun appeared at the window with rays
In rooms scented with basil
My mother hugged us with her fine arms,
"My adored children" he whispered
I looked puzzled at the buds
They applauded after the raindrops
A candle flickered on a pedestal
Hanging under a the icon
Sparks were heard from time to time
They enjoyed their mother's gaze
A cat visited the garden next to the house
She stepped on a dry branch
In an innocent game
She woke all the butterflies from sleep
I ran with them through the meadow
A deer came to drink the dew
at mornings the from tenderness of flowers
They were like sparkles, like colored spheres
They shone so brightly
They turned into stars then they climbed
smoothly on the silver wire
A butterfly caught a sphere with its wings
He stopped on my eyelashes and whispered to me
"You are a miracle child."
I had learned not to touch them
for they too were the wonders of the earth
They adorned him like a prince's cloak.
My mother was a love
and an indescribable enlightenment.
I need my mother like the air of the sky.
You need your mother like the air of the sky.
A March 8 poem dedicated to my mother
For all mothers on earth this poem.
© Daniela Marian - Iasi, Ro
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The hermit‟s
I looked up nostalgically at the sky
It had rained a lot that hot summer,
As if it were a beaded fairy tale.
The sky had cleared and a rainbow
Appeared which projects with gaze on
Eye lashes of me eyes;
He smiled at me, and suddenly
Seemed to blind me to my his my eyes
He seemed an untouched groom
of some reason of the evil that lurks
A tear from him fell to my eyelashes
It dripped on the red cheeks and scorched
by the hot and ruthless sun.
His colors looked like the my dresses
I wore her as a child
The flowers on them seem to have been cut
For this glade with three crosses surrounded
By tall fir trees where an old hermit lives
We were climbing that meadow so fast
Anyone else would not have found it.
We climbed of the meadow with children
From the glade to the hermitage.
He blesses us and we do learn
”do not to break the flowers from the meadow.
Beautiful! Not from here, not from any other places.
They are the flowers of the rainbows that pray
for the unborn babies".
A torrential downpour rushed through the sun.
One lightning cracked in the shape of a cross
One almost dry tree
The crosses lit up as if burning
of blinding a light
Great sign from heaven!
Everything brightened...
A pastel-colored rainbow appeared.(I)
© Daniela Marian - Iasi, Ro
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On a green velvet leaf
You came out of the sea breeze smiling
Blushing you sat down on a green leaf
Velvet floating on the waves
You sighed not understanding, why?
You watched the seagulls fly in a hurry
You fell asleep listening to their cries.
I was stuck with my feet in the sand
I watched for a long time until nightfall
From moonlight to a star in the Milky Way
I saw Andromeda up close
She didn't dare wake you up
You slept like a baby in a cradle
You were so tired of the long road
The wings of the wind caressed your cheeks.
So beautiful prophetess the Miriam
She was watching you
”Don't worry when you wake up
Look at the horizon…
The sun will come to give you a ray
To continue the natural course of your life
Have more confidence in yourself
Dare to do wonderful things…
Love people as they are…”
© Daniela Marian - Iasi, Ro
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Meadow
Meadow, I miss you so much, how much!
I love you from my childhood a maze game!
With the whistle of winds in arms close to my chest
With this humanity, incursion in abys with the rose
This life in the breezes of rhythms
With your musicians in the bouquet
Of stars with condors wings
Over sad this humanity
You lifted her to her feet.
To the edge of the water bathing a bit loud
From the autumn of the years and
The communion of the chalice
From a world of the tools the musical
Great is the miracles
He was healed.
Now is a scented story my flowers
Meadow how much I love you so much!
Indescribable meadow in the distance
Illuminated by colored spheres
At the foot of the towering mountains and
At the water's edge in prayer
To prayer for humanity every day.
© Daniela Marian - Iasi, Ro
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Moitreyee Raju

I'M THE CITY
I'm the city
I have..
an enigmatic countenance
and a heart redolent of a mirage,
My charismatic appearance
Is a dreamy apparition....
breeding frail hope and forbearance!
My glitzy world,
echoes an endless pang,
both, of the ravenous and the avaricious;
My quotidian grinding bind
emanates a heart wrenching pine
of a deep seated chaotic pain...
like a flame in a dark stormy night!
My twilight sky
is like a big bright boyish eye,
raring to drive, thrive and survive;
The methodical struggles I create
are rigorous and onerous to affiliate;
Born are dark emotions that retaliate
and dig ways and means to manipulate!
My long drawn road
is a tapestry
stained with tired and wearied gore
But I ask you...
Is this all true....?
Or is there a deeper hue...?
I'm the city...
Never learnt how to pity...
But...
My origin stems from your weave
a reality you cannot retreat!
Yet still, I feel...
and hear...
The soft sad strains of humanity;
Sometimes subtle
like the whispering rain,
Sometimes delirious
like wildly rustling leaves,
Sometimes savage
like a stormy sea;
My heart floods with your willed blood
I'm filled with guilt...
for which I'm not built;
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I cry at the numerous deaths you die
Every day, every night!
But remember....
My origin stems from your weave
A reality you cannot retreat....!!
© copyright: Moitreyee Raju 2021
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The Cardinal's Nest
From the drowning of curled oak leaves,
I saved you; your colors ran to blue,
and then red, and that is when I lost you.
You had built your own space -of twigs, and bark, and ribbon,
cough drop wrappers, and logic,
threaded into a remote place,
above the shouting, above remembrance.
Someone sleeps there, agent of forgetting.
Someone sleeps there, agent of night.
© copyrighted 2021 by Meg Smith

Alban Eiler
Invaders are stealing our springtime.
They extract its name; they tear away
many names, like straw twigs for kindling.
They gather in a circle and bury our stones.
They preach to us our own truths
but cannot hear our language.
For all this, in a green, coastal village,
a woman is drawing in her shawl
like the folds of an Easter lily.
She laces rosary through her fingers,
whispering unowned words
to the rushing of a gray, dark sea.
© copyrighted 2021 by Meg Smith
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-One Last HopeThey hit me instantly in the center.
Pierced by unknown arrows,
My heart still flutters for something
That I don't know.
Keep boiling my sentiments,
One day I will find my way.
Hapless in the lap of death
Yet I survive!
One last hope keeps me alive.
One last bash will decide my fate.
© copyrighted 2021 by Syed Aamir Sharief Qadri

-From Small to Big FamilyThis is not a jail
This is my world
For a long, I dreamed to be here
Finally, my wish come true
I'm not alone
My soul mates live here
Safe in the devil's hand
I can't jeopardize my soaring sentiments
They will fly high above the huge walls
To reach deaf ears and knock at every heart
Don't pray for my return
Don't wait for my return
I prefer hanging over slavery
Either will come out with freedom
Or wait for my turn to be sent to gallows
In haste, my soul will run away
To meet Bhats, Indrabis, Gurus, Wanis and so on
And convey them a message
Many more will join you soon
© copyrighted 2021 by Syed Aamir Sharief Qadri
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-At Black- Silver GateToday I confront them again
At the black silver gate.
They enter my property
By transcending me,
Peeking for something
They don't chatter.
Gallant in front of hunters
Looking straight into their eyes.
This time ferocious,
Neither kind nor warm,
Same colonial attitude.
In hush with close lips
I raise a voice
To which they didn't respond.
They roam freely,
As if Corona can't harm them.
As if Corona fears iron-clad men.
Found a new tool to punish people
By wandering door to door.
This moment is full of risk,
No one can dare to tell them
Just pack up.
© copyrighted 2021 by Syed Aamir Sharief Qadri
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-Pellet GunPellet guns on demand to control a riot
Erase the memory while piercing the head
Let person bleed on roads and lanes
Long he can remember the pain he feels
Eyes the most sensitive when it hit
Tears with blood come out
Guns of such kind are on sale in Kashmir
Under license to crush the mob
No one is responsible for this job
© copyrighted 2021 by Syed Aamir Sharief Qadri
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Keith E. Sparks Jr.

The Old Man‟s Fate
I've seen them there,
translucent strings the eyes won't see
that keep his world unsteady.
To spin upon an axis worn by wayward winds
an old man refuses to feel.
Hand in hand and mind to mind
it could have been the child inside
and all the wonders never known
that gifts us with the question
in an old man's heart with aching bones
that led to misdirection...
Still gazing at a crescent moon
that hung Itself in shrouded skies-On puppet strings the eyes won't see.
But I've seen them there, dangling-While aching bones remind us all
We mortals share one fate.
© copyrighted 2021 by Keith E. Sparks Jr.
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At Close Of Day
The notched half ear that couldn't hear
the rattle of pans in deserted alleyways
did not bother the ebony cat, sprawled languid
splendidly poised to share the scraps with rats
that scurry in the darkness.
And as for rats,
they didn't mind
the thrumming purr of feline kind.
That rubbed itself against a leg,
rolled awkwardly upon it's back,
that weakly brays a broken cry
as Mr Phillips rubs a rotund belly.
The fatty scents that waft from kitchen vents-The fatty scents that curl about the whiskers
and linger here and there upon the clothes he wears
delivering a feast that beasts in alleys all will share.
Rats and cats and neither mind
and line together by the pan
to dine.
Beneath the light that dimly flickers
through yellow grime and broken glass
on redbrick walls from cockeyed fixtures
I see them there most every night.
A three fingered hand to pat the head
and sift the stack of woolen warmth
on his walk to purgatory.
Where lay the boxes lining walls
and metal carts with wobbly wheels
make shift shanties of weathered tarps
whose holes let drip the steady rain.
And huddled masses cast their gaze
to Mr Phillips at close of day.
Whose footprints trail in ripples
spread from foot to gutter.
Who brings a feast for more than beasts
whose gentle grin is there to say
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everything will be OK
Someday.
And after meals and offered warmth
after the smiles and idle chatter,
after talks of future's past
and cats and rats have dined together
The broken fixtures light the way
to a rusty door in crooked frames
where a black cat purrs and watches rats
without malice
Someday...
He closes the kitchen for the day
thankful his tears were hidden by rain.
© copyrighted 2021 by Keith E. Sparks Jr.
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Asoke Kumar Mitra

QUEST...
The secret syllables of life
Unleafs in you
Fugitive nameless memories
Behind the eyes
Gathering the moss of darkness
Winds playing with sand dunes
Unknown fears tied to the tongue
Dialogue of sands and pebbles
Life's stray desires in a twilight zone
Locked within grass flowers
The truth and lie of life faded from sight
Bewildered masked time...
Beware, a crevice, hidden in the rock
A whisper, a cry, laughter, the wind blows
Destiny waits within your fingers
Quest in your eyes, waiting for the spring...
© copyrighted by Asoke Kumar Mitra, February 2021
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WILD WIND...
Night deepens,
A knock on the door
It was the wind knocked,
Flame of a candle dancing
At the corner of the room...
The wind runs wild,
Falling leaf and night jasmine
The dust of time and your laughter
Mingle in your last song
Of the pain
Moonless gloom of midnight
You stopped and gazed in the dark
Remembering forgotten chapter of memory
Sculpted on the walls of our room
Wild wind knocking in despair...
© copyrighted Asoke Kumar Mitra, March 2021
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Once I was a Troll, Now I am a Chimera!
Once I began writing poetry and prose
I was a poet and writer troll
always thinking I was on a rhythmic roll
thinking my creations were written on golden scrolls
being in competition with my fellow poets and poetesses goals
wanting to be rich and famous off my writings cajoles
eagerly awaiting for everyone to bow
tip their hats, cups, and bowls
cheering my excellent works in extol
shaking my hand and telling me what a great poet and writer I am
putting me in control of everything whole
desperately trying to always fit in as the good little troll that l once was
bereavingly, striving for everyone to read
hear, listen, and comprehend my droll works
even writing for myself and hoping that someone would grasp something from
my sporadic nonsensical knolls
never taking either constructive
or destructive criticism from anyone
because I only knew what was best to write for me and my strolls
taking lots criticism to heart and as personal attacks against my tolls
learned several different poetic forms and styles in hopes of finally finding my
soul's poetic voice whatever it may be.
However, I didn't find it until much later on my life when I no longer needed to
patrol and parole my works
realizing that l don't need to be a troll poet and writer anymore
that I simply needed to be myself
in order to see and reach my potential as an enrolled, bolled, and holed mole
poet and writer.
My evolution process has been an exciting and super slow but definitely worth
my while
I am no longer a troll seeking everything
I mentioned beforehand
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because I realized it was utterly pointless of me to let my ego bind, blind, and
destroy my creativity.
I am now just me neither a troll nor a chameleon
more like a chimera be me
my aim now is uniqueness and authenticity
not fame, fortune, nor glory
being true to my readers
fans, friends, fellow poets, poetesses
especially myself
by conveying actual messages not just fabricated formed nonsense that most
don't grasp.
Love to thank everyone that helped me reach my potential and not given up on
me
I truly appreciate you all.
© copyrighted 2021 by By Eric Shelman
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Rajashree Mohapatra

In silence...
Love began to shower gently
I felt the heaven blessing me
Your smile was most promising
My eyes sank before thee .
My lashes dropped with setting sun
The streams babbled with the sweetest hope
In mystery of darkness ...
Hundreds of lotuses silently bloomed
The fragrance filled my begging bowl
Your glittering face
made me an enchantress angel
You were that emperor
Who celebrated the moments .
The night was cool with its darkness
Infinite music celebrated the silence.
Now nothing more is needed
The whole opened up to rejoice.
The purity of innocence has its own freedom
It sings happily divine songs
Copyright Rajashree Mohapatra.
Bhubaneswar India
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Gen Banks

~ Cherry Red ~
Here she comes, late to the party again,
dressed all in sugar and spice
A butterfly, beckoned by the brightest of lights, flitting in from obsidian Night
Introductions are made, and seared between
twin naked flames of green,
she knows beyond all knowing, just how
deeply she is seen...
Her eyes aglow, shine rainbow-black,
reflecting every colour,
from violet-blue to verdigris...
sakura blossom on her cheeks
And as her speckled winglets
twitch ecstatic in refrain,
he smiles at her, omniscient
and asks to know her name...
She tells him,
I am nameless
I am shameless,
in this place
despite the cinnamon flush that tints
the curved pearl of her face
So let's not call me anything
No letters mark my name
No code of any order ~
Let's just be glad I came
He takes her hand
Let's dance, he says,
for we know this is not by chance...
It's nothing quite as simple,
so we won't call it romance
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We are dignified by grace, he claims
By veins of lace, we're fed
And though you bear no mortal name,
I will call you Cherry Red
© Copyrighted 2021 by Gen Banks
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Drunk On Love
Punch drunk on your love
Intoxicated by your charms
Heady with sensations
When held in your arms
I crave you when I can't have you
You're like a fine wine
I have an addiction to
You keep me coming back for more
Just to get another sip of you...
Donna McCabe ©
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Huw Davies

The Cadaver
I feel the blade cut into the flesh
blood flows like tides
A sudden cessation as blade hits bone
Maggots crawl from every pore
This flesh is sacred
This flesh is forbidden
This flesh is rotten
I cut deeper
visions of the Ripper flood my mind
What started as a Y-incision
has turned into a desecration
My fissure now a canyon
My slight curiosity now an unquenchable thirst
I cut yet deeper still
feel the table on my blade
I push harder
hear the bones fracture and break
See the blood, now an ocean, cascading
like rose petals covering the floor
I exhume the lungs air
Maggots feast on roses
I remove the organs one by one
visions of the Ripper flood my mind
These organs once lived
These lungs once breathed
This brain once thought
The cadaver now an empty shell
no evidence that life ever existed
The job done
The damage done
Maggots feast on roses
© Copyrighted 2021 by Huw Davies
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Luke Bartojay

Untitled
Time stood still in the thorny garden until the wind stirred black petals.
The scent of night blooming flowers reaching for the moon,
Teased curious nostrils as the sound of the wolves howls neared.
The spade broke into the earth at a steady rate,
Creating a horrible rhythm that did nothing to change the fact,
That there were angry clouds now covering the moon.
Instead of it's cold steady light, now the thick darkness,
Was shattered by crackling lightning. After the flash,
Blindness bounced into the eyes before vision could be regained.
A pause to look around...There was nothing, this was the perfect night
For the chore that had to be done. Pick up the pace
Digging again...Digging the hole. Thorns cut into knuckles,
The rain began. A warm rain, Though the wind was chill.
Shivers ran up the spine. Water dripped from brow to eye.
Mingling with sweat. The horrible sound of the shovel squishing.
Squishing into the soil. The hole was slowly getting deeper.
Another blinding flash followed by a chest shuddering roil of thunder.
The hole was deep enough time to plant what will be sown..

© Copyrighted 2021 by Luke Bartojay
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Eric Shelman

Dreadful Existence
(acrostic)
Doubting depression's distressing dismay
Relentlessly rejecting reviling repudiations
Experiencing explosive enrapt eradications
Apprehending absence's alleviations
Direly disturbing deadly distractions
Frequently fearful, frantically frigid
Usually unknowingly unexpected upsets
Limiting life's lameness
Excessively emotionally exhausted
Xeroxing Xerxes' xanyiness
Institutionalized ideals indifference
Systematically saddened straightforwardly
Typically temperamentally tensed
Existing extremely extinctly
Nihilistically noticing never-endingness
Comprehending causeless certainties
Eagerly expecting expeditious ends!

© copyrighted 2021 by By Eric Shelman
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Adam Wilson

Rot and Poison
My feelings have gone stagnant.

Self loathing runs too deep.

My heart is rot and poison.

Thats why it’s mine alone to keep.
© copyrighted 2021 by Adam Wilson 2021
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Self-Destruction
I’ve had enough!!
Time to fuck shit up.
Gonna walk into the fire;
And I'll walk with a strut.

I'll blunt all knives on my skin.
Rip the heart from my chest.
Stomp it till its paper thin.
Release the aggro I’ve suppressed.

Pull out all my teeth;
So i cant bite my tongue.
Poke out my eyes;
Blind to the damage I’ve done.

All the walls I’ve built up.
Im gonna tear them all down.
Burn all bridges still standing.
Dig my bed in the ground.

Leave this world behind.
Discharge my loaded gun.
Let the darkness swallow me whole.
Fuck life. Goodbye. I’m done
© copyrighted by Adam Wilson 2019
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Luke Bartojay

The Crying Baby Killer
Daniel‟s wife; Ashley had, had a job at the local super market where she was promised a
management position when she had become pregnant. She worked through the pregnancy and
would return as a manager, after she returned from maternity leave. Right now though, she
was raising a month and a half year old baby girl. Getting up at all hours of night, feeding,
and changing the baby was her riga morale. She loved being a new mother. She also thought
that Daniel was a perfect father, as he helped with raising the infant and worked long hours to
make ends meet.
With his job the bills were paid, and their house was perfect for the young family. Ashley
especially loved Daniel‟s respect for her stay at home status as a full time mother, and even
though her other job was in upward progress: She thought about never going back.
The couple lived far enough away from their immediate family, namely, their parents, that
they had their privacy and visits were still possible. While they were still close enough to be
called on for help.
Ashley had been experimenting with different music and movies to calm the baby while she
did house work such as; laundry and cooking. Still, she spent every waking minute tending
the new born. She loved the child with all her heart. Really, she could barely remember what
life was like before the baby, the way it had taken over her life. Ashley was usually up before
Daniel went to work and the morning of August third was no different. As she served him
breakfast, they spoke with soft voices.
“I‟m going for a longer walk with baby Tiffany this morning, if she can handle it in the belly
pack. We should get a good walk in before the sun gets too hot.”
“Yea, just be careful. You know how I worry about your sunrise walks.”
He smiled as he kissed his brides cheek.
“I‟ll be home around six. Do we need anything from the store?”
“No, we‟re fine.” The baby started crying from where she was laid down in the living room.
“Hungry.” Ashley smiled as she went to the infant to breast feed. Daniel smiled as he finished
his breakfast. He gave his wife one last kiss before he rushed out to get to work for the day.
Daniel and Ashley had been married happily for little over a year. Their family had made
jokes that it was a shotgun wedding, since the baby had come so soon after the wedding, and
they had only dated a few months prior to the ceremony. Daniel worked doing building
demolition with a large company in Colorado Springs. He enjoyed the work. He liked to joke:
“It is better to destroy than to create.” Referring to his chosen career in demolition rather than
construction, which came both before and after his own work, whether it be destroying a
whole structure, or partially gutting it. Daniel was currently working in an office building
downtown taking out some walls to rearrange office space. It was the kind of job he enjoyed,
Today he had a group of „day laborers‟ temporary workers, which he had gotten from an
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office he used for these kinds of jobs when he needed unskilled workers. He had a crew of
three today:
Two homeless looking older men, and a young man barely out of his teens, if indeed he was
older than nineteen. The young man worked hard than both of the older men combined.
Daniel had already found the electrical lines and plumbing in the walls and cut them off, so
the men banged with sledge hammers to smash the drywall and tear out the two by four studs
that made up the interior walls of the building they were working on. At this stage of the
project,
Daniel mostly just supervised; he carried an eight pound sledge hammer, but rarely even
swung it as he watched his temporary laborers tearing down the walls with sledge hammers
and crow bars.
“How loud does this have to be?!” An office worker yelled as he came into the area, as he
forced on a fake smile. He winced at the sounds of destruction that was taking place.
“We‟re just tearing out a few walls. It‟s not that loud is it?” Daniel smiled at the flustered
man.
“Louder than the phones.” He tried to sound up beat; Even though he was obviously upset.
Daniel looked at his watch. “We‟ll take a break in a little bit. Bear with me.”
“Alright thanks. We all have work to do, you know.” The man‟s last comment rubbed Daniel
the wrong way. He shrugged it off as the man slipped back through the plastic sheeting that
was set up to catch the dust from the men‟s work. After a few moments, Daniel stopped his
crew from swinging their hammers.
“Alright, grab those bags, and fill‟ em up with what you can. We‟ve got the cart for the rest.
We‟ll use the service elevator to go to the dumpster. We‟ll take a soda break down there.
I brought cokes. You can smoke down there, if you got‟em.” The men filled the bags, cart
with debris, and headed to the dumpsters. When they got to the ground level and unloaded
their trash, Daniel handed out the cold sodas. He spoke politely to his crew:
“So if you don‟t mind me asking: What do you guys do? When I get day labor,
I never know who I‟m gonna get.” One of the bearded men spoke up gruffly:
“We two are living down town right now getting whatever work we can. This winter
I‟m headed down to New Mexico. Bum deal is; I got a ticket for public intoxication and
vagrancy. I‟ll probably never come back to Colorado.” The other, younger man in the crew
interjected as he asked:
“You blowin‟ off your court date?”
“Yea, I think so. I can‟t really afford the fines. I don‟t want probation, either. I‟d be stuck here
and I can‟t stand this town. What about you? What‟s your story?
“I‟m between high school and college. I‟m just earning some extra cash.” “You live with your
parents?” The older man asked directly.
“Yea...” Daniel joined the conversation by asking the boy:
“Where you gonna go to college?”
“I‟ll probably start at community college. I don‟t know what I want to do yet,
so I think I‟m gonna go for general education until I find a major.”
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“Sounds good” Daniel nodded.
“Stay in school.” The two homeless men agreed. After A while of sipping their sodas and
smoking cigarettes while they listened to the sounds of the city; the men headed back up stairs
to the work site. All in all it was a typical day for Daniel. No one got hurt and their progress
was on schedule. It wasn‟t a glamorous job, but it was a job that he enjoyed.
Yet, on this fateful day as he worked, he had no idea that his life was about to be shattered...

The Crying Baby Killer: Part 2 John Weaver
John Weaver sat in the back room of his „friends‟ house listening to the few stragglers of the
nights beer party who were scattered throughout the other rooms of the house quietly
conversing. He was sitting in a lazy boy chair watching another man who was snoring
blissfully on a ratty old couch. He sipped off a bottle of cheap whiskey, as he felt sorry for
himself and reminisced over his miserable life in a semi- conscious state.
He was thirty-five. Never had a good job, or as he saw it, a chance at one. He shook his head:
Fast food, all kinds of labor. Both of which he felt he was getting too old for. He had never
been in love. There few women that had gotten his attention over the years. As he felt sorry
for himself, he shook his reeling head. He never had a chance with any of them he told
himself. He considered himself an unattractive loser. Tonight‟s party drove that thought home
even harder. All of the attractive women his age were married with kids by now. The younger
ones at the party last night had treated him like a disease.
As he sat nursing the bottle alone, unemployed, and aging; He shook his head at his own
plight with ever growing self-pity. Right now, he looked as bad as he felt. He was being left
alone in the back room of the house, so he let the time roll by as the potent alcohol saturated
his blood stream. The sound of the man snoring and the soft murmur of the few people talking
in other areas of the house were like a soft rhythm that barely entered his inebriated thoughts.
There wasn‟t any decency in him to make him realize that he had stayed past his welcome. It
was far past time to go. What could have been minutes or hours later, he was interrupted by
another man‟s voice.
“Hey, uh, John, Right?”
“Huh?” John stirred at the question. The man spoke after a brief pause.
“Hey man‟ it‟s coming up on five in the morning. Did you sleep it off enough to drive home?
You can sleep it off if you have to, to drive home, but if you can drive. It‟d be cool if you
could take off. It‟s time to go.” John took a deep breath. He hadn‟t actually slept; he had been
sitting up drinking alone all night. He felt insulted that he was being asked to leave at all,
considering that there were still other people left in the house, and how crazy the party was
the night before. The angry feeling was enough to get him to his feet; He used a groggy and
slurred speech when he answered:
“Yea, I should head out.”
“Alright man, thanks, we‟ll catch you next time.” The man said politely to the stranger that
was drunk in his house. John staggered to the door with concentration to walk straight.
Though he appeared pleasant, for a drunken man, he was seething with anger. He had been
tolerated at the party the night before. Why were they kicking him out now? He thought about
starting some trouble, but some sense of decency prevented him from starting a fight. Instead
he made an exaggerated movement to pull his keys from his pocket. As he got to the front
door, he already had his keys in his hand. The man ushering him out wished him a polite
farewell:
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“See you next time.”
“Yea, thanks for letting me hang out.” The door shut behind him before he got out his
goodbye. He reeled, on the porch a moment with a curious look at the front door that had
closed so abruptly behind him. His unfocused eyes then turned to the street; he looked both
ways, trying to remember where he had parked. He took in a deep breath in the crisp morning
air as he staggered to his pickup truck parked on the street. He stopped short of the vehicle
and focused on the license plate.
“Yep, that one‟s mine.” He said to himself in the quiet pre-dawn morning. He opened the
creaky door and climbed behind the wheel. The drunken man fumbled his keys into the
ignition and started up the old truck.
He surprised himself with how good he was driving as he drove effortlessly down the side
streets. Anyone else that may have been watching; would have been in horror at the sight of
the dangerous vehicle that swerved down the street at a reckless speed. He was drive using
both lanes as though he owned the road. His thoughts were far from his driving, as he grew
angry at his treatment from the other partygoers.
Something caught his attention as he crossed an intersection, a loud thud! His attention came
back to the road as he realized he didn‟t have his head lights on. He turned them on and shook
his swimming head.
“Pay attention to the road.” He told himself aloud as he continued on his way. Leaving behind
him dead on the road, a young mother and infant child. Victims of a deadly hit and run.
John awoke the next day oblivious about his deadly drive home. He had a horrible headache
and rushed to the bath room to throw up. He thought to himself, how did I get home? He went
outside for a cigarette and noticed some blood on his bumper.
“Damn. I must have hit a dog, or a coyote, or something.” He drove to the car wash and used
the power sprayer to wash the blood off. Never even considering that it was a person, or two
people, that he had actually hit.

The Crying Baby Killer: Part 3
A year had passed since John Weaver, had destroyed the young family‟s life, he had never
been caught. It was uncanny how the police were unable to solve the case. John didn‟t even
suspect that he had run over the young mother and her infant. He drank heavily every day and
never watched the news. In his day-to-day stupor, he never had a clue. He just existed the way
he had since adulthood.
Elsewhere in the city, the accident was remembered, yet all the people wanting to see justice,
in the case were simply not catching Weaver‟s trail. Some even compared catching the
offender to catching Jack the ripper in frustration.
Over the last year, there was a horrifying epidemic that was wracking Colorado Springs.
S.I.D.S... Too many infants were dying for no apparent reason. There was outrage in the city
as local medical facilities could offer no answers or comfort to pained families. Planned
Parenthood and other medical facilities were at a loss as the horrifying statistics that they were
facing loomed before them. The amount of babies being lost to sudden infant death syndrome
should not be seen in a civilized country. None had an answer as to why the community was
being struck by the plague.
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The deaths of the extremely young struck all lifestyles, rich, and poor, middle class, The first
born, second, or third. The religious leaders of the communities spoke from the pulpit with
fevered voices before their congregations to repent and prepare for the rapture and end times.
Scientific minds worked non-stop looking for a logical reason for the deaths. They looked for
evidence of some kind of new pollution in the city‟s water or air. They checked for radiation
at the sights of the deaths. They could find no answers for the distraught families.
Joanna and her husband: Eddie was raising their one-year-old baby „by the book‟. During her
pregnancy, she had never missed an appointment at Planned Parenthood. Sometimes she
thought the place was a war zone with all the young pregnant women demanding the best help
they could get in the shadow of the plague. It was like a shark feeding frenzy at times.
Luckily, her husband came with her every time. Joanna and Eddie had a perfect, healthy baby
boy. They did everything that the doctor told them. They were sure that their child would be
fine.
They had set up a room across the hall from their bed room for the baby. They were
comfortable with the year old baby sleeping in the crib there. It was like any other night as
they settled down for a peaceful slumber that had become less interrupted, by the crying of the
baby. The baby boy‟s room painted a soft, pale blue. There were only three pieces of
furniture: A crib, a changing table, and a dresser of drawers. There were two windows, one
facing east and one
south. The two windows aloud sunlight to warm the room from sunrise through most of the
day; because of this the windows both had heavy curtains to block out the sun when they
wanted to. This night was like any other as the young family prepared for bed. The baby had
fallen asleep while the couple watched television and Julian smoothly and gently put the baby
into the crib.
The house was silent as the clock neared midnight. The nightlight in the baby‟s room
flickered and then went out. In the darkness, there was a stir in the crib as a new soft light
began to glow above the restful child. The new light was soft and blue as it began to take
shape. The soft lines of a woman‟s figure began to form over the crib. The baby opened its
eyes, but it did not cry. The love flowing from the apparition kept the baby calm. The
beautiful ghost of Ashley reached out to lift the child. All she wanted was to hold the infant.
Her only desire was to love the child. As her ethereal hands touched the child, it died
instantly. The ghost was curious at first as she tried to comprehend. Why did the little child
not reach out for her? The ghostly form began to fade, as she could no longer maintain her
presence. She would find the baby she could love; her undead mind was obsessed with the
thought. She didn‟t understand that every baby she touched died instantly. She only knew that
someday she would find a baby to love. A lone tear was left on the baby‟s forehead.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Luke Bartojay
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Half
One day in March, I felt an excruciating abdominal pain, so painful that I fell to the floor.
Because my wife Sally was out shopping and I was immobilized, there was nothing I could
do. Within five minutes, the pain left, and I felt as if nothing had happened. I decided not to
tell Sally, because I knew that she would freak and want me to see a doctor immediately. I
thought it best to see how things played out and see my doctor at the earlier of my next
incident, or within a month.

Ten days later, I had severe pain in both of my middle toes. Again, the attack lasted a few
minutes and then disappeared without a trace. Totally flummoxed, I got an appointment for
three days later.

At my appointment, I told the doctor my symptoms and he took some blood tests. I got
another appointment for the next week. He told me that he had no idea what my problem
was, so I was nervous leading up to the next appointment.

At the following appointment he told me “I have very bad news, bad news and better news.”
I had never liked Dr. Unman, because he was always so grim.

I wanted to hear the worst, so I told him “Tell me the very bad new first.”

“You‟ll die in six months from your first symptoms.”

After a long pause in order to digest the indigestible, I asked “You must mean about six
months. It could be more or less.”

“No, exactly six months from your first symptom. You could marry an actuary and move to
South Dakota. You wouldn‟t live longer, but it would seem like it.”

The thought crossed my mind that I might as well kill Dr. Unman, since they wouldn‟t get
around to executing me before I died.
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“Let‟s say for the moment that I‟m buying what you are telling me, what is the bad news and
the not so bad news.”

“In order, there is nothing you can do to live longer than six months and there is nothing you
can do to make you die earlier, outside of you or someone else deliberately trying to harm
you.”

I didn‟t believe the crazy story he was telling me, but I decided to play along. “How did you
come by this diagnosis?”

“The history of your disease goes back to before the time of Christ. The exact symptoms are
documented in the apocryphal book of Ezra. In fact, it is called Ezra‟s condition.
Documented cases only occur about once every hundred years. That explains why you
haven‟t heard of it. If anyone came up with a cure, there would be no money in it because
there are so few cases. I hope that you don‟t think that medical researchers are in it to save
lives.”

“I should have done this years ago. I‟m getting another doctor and a second opinion.”

“Knock yourself out. Don‟t let the door smack you on the ass on the way out.”

Without going into all of the details, the second doctor agreed with the first
bizarre opinion, but without being the total asshole that Unman was.

After I explained it to Sally, she said “I don‟t know what to think. Do you believe it Duke?”

“I don‟t know what to think either, but I‟d like to hedge my bets. I‟ve been so conservative
all my life, maybe I‟d like to live as if I only had a little less than six months to live. Even if
I‟m wrong, it could be liberating.”
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“What does that mean? Do you want a hot car? Do you want a hall pass? How about
travel?”

“I hadn‟t given it any thought until just now, but maybe on hot car, no on hall pass and I‟ll
think about travel. I‟m not going to change one of the few things that I‟ve done right in my
life and cheat. I‟ll look at my car choices. No travel if it‟s a pain in the ass. Whatever I do, I
don‟t want to leave you broke if I do die in less than six months.”

“OK, let‟s set a six-month budget for you. I think that we are fairly good on retirement funds
and if you are gone, I can save on car expenses and your food, razors and q-tips, but our total
social security goes down. Maybe there are some other savings that I haven‟t thought of. I
don‟t see any problem with setting aside a quarter of a million to fund your fun.”

“Sounds generous to me, and if I don‟t die, we won‟t have broken the bank. Anyway, I think
that I can hold it to $100,000.”

For the first couple of weeks, I tried all of the unhealthy things I could think of and quit all of
my hiking, exercising and volunteer work. I found out that I didn‟t even like expensive
cigars; I could only drink so much high-priced cognac and cokes and eat so many pizzas and
burgers. Further, if there was a chance that I wouldn‟t die after six months, I didn‟t want to
be completely unhealthy, so I mostly returned to my old routine. Maybe a little more alcohol
and pizza. I decided not to tell anyone, partly because I might be crying wolf, and partly
because I‟d already exceeded my lifetime quota of whining.

So what could I spend money on that would make me happy? We are still thinking about
travel. The house that we are in suits me except for one thing. I‟ve always wanted a purple
and orange color scheme. I think it goes back to the earliest car that my parents had that I
remember, an old purple 1939 Chevrolet with some orange patch up. Sally agreed to let me
paint the inside of the garage. I made it purple with orange racing stripes. Sally didn‟t like it,
but she knew that it could always be repainted if we needed to sell the house. How about
putting something special into the garage? Even with death staring at me, I couldn‟t totally
escape the practicality bred into me. Rather than a Tesla, Corvette or BMW, I decided to get
a Miata or Mini convertible. We ended up with a 2012 Mini convertible. With our Ford
Fiesta trade in, we only paid $5678, so I didn‟t have much of a start on spending the
$100,000; much less the quarter million, but I liked the new car and the new paint.

Money can‟t buy happiness, but I do like our new 100inch top of the line TV.
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My bucket list always included Italy and the Mediterranean, but we hate the hassle of
traveling. To make it as easy as possible, we booked an all-inclusive charter tour / cruise.
Altogether, it cost $21,309, but only half of that counted against my death fund, since both of
us went.

Of course, there was great food, the Coliseum, the Parthenon, and the many art museums, but
halfway through the tour, I yearned for my own bed and shower. I didn‟t even think any more
about the Far East tour we had talked about.
I thought about a last visit with any of my old friends. All of them were dead or disinterested.
I called up my old girlfriend up north and she told me she was tied up with her dying husband.
The first serious girlfriend told me to go to hell. That hadn‟t ended too well.

Except for the new car, our lives went on much as before. I guess that it was good to know
that I had already been living the life that I really wanted.

As we got close to the six-month mark, Sally suggested that I write my obituary. If I didn‟t
die, I could just update as necessary. Here it is:

My family life was closer to the Nelson family than the Manson family. My parents and
sister were more or less ordinary. I had my heart broken a couple of times before meeting my
soul mate. Regrets I‟ve had a few– never had a job that I liked, didn‟t get along with in-laws
and I‟m under 6 feet tall – way under. My work life was as boring as possible, and I retired as
soon as feasible. I enjoy volunteering more than any jobs that I had. Up until now, I‟ve had
fairly good health and adequate money.

After I wrote my obituary, I decided that I wanted a legacy that would last at least a little
while. Sally agreed to get me a memorial bench somewhere, but I still wouldn‟t be anywhere
close to using up my budget. I asked her to give some of our money to my relatives at my
death because their provision in our will was fairly small.

But wait there‟s more. Maybe we could get this story published somewhere. I found a list of
possible publications. Sally agreed to find a publisher if I didn‟t make it past the six-month
mark and I would do it if I did.

My six months are up tomorrow.
© Copyrighted 2021 by Doug Hawley
Appears in Potluck (closed) and Down In The Dirt.
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The Passenger
By Meg Smith
Why are we such terrible drivers in this state, Amanda wondered.
Another car had just cut her off on Boston Road.
Boston Road wasn’t anywhere near Boston -- it was built over stage coach trails.
It got to Boston eventually, but first snaked for miles through towns that were a mix of colonial ruin
and subdivisions whose houses resembled milk cartons.
Her own house was a ranch slowly sinking in decay. The divorce left little for repairs.
Amanda was driving her daughter, Tabitha, to school. A morning of mother-daughter arguing
resulted in missing the bus.
The disorder was no surprise, and Amanda knew it was not all on one side.
Tabitha sat in the front passenger seat, earbuds in, gazing at her phone as if trying to decipher
magical, secret runes.
Amanda was listening to her favorite AM radio station -- one of the few left with local hosts -- and
laughing. Kevin Meehan is so witty, she thought.
They were passing a water tower -- dingy white, and pocked with rust. Amanda smiled to herself at a
memory -- of one day, when she was Amanda’s age, of climbing up the ladder on one side, while a
then-boyfriend, Kevin, climbed a ladder on the other. Between them, they had spray-painted
“QUEEN,” her favorite rock band.
Kevin was long-gone, having moved to Arizona after a stint at the Middlesex House of Corrections.
Their sloppy tribute was painted over, but Amanda thought, if she could ever walk over and stand in
front of the water tower, she could still make out their long-ago handiwork.
One day, in a futile effort of parental bonding, she had told Tabitha about it and she immediately
regretted it.
Instead of saying, “Cool,” she had only offered in classic teenage cruelty: “Mom, that was so stupid.
Freddie Mercury died a million years ago.”
It had stung -- this smug assessment of a rock idol who had quit this earth before her daughter
entered it.
But, it also brought relief. Climbing a water tower with a future cell block luminary wasn’t behavior
she wanted her daughter to model.
She did not respond, and she did not mention the water tower now.
They were driving past Richard’s Farm Market -- a gritty-looking convenience store. Right beside it,
lay Richard’s Farm, open, green, and spacious, with an old-fashioned farm stand in the front.
Amanda said out loud -- “I love to see it, Tabby. I’m so glad the Town Meeting approved the
purchase.”
Amanda didn’t perceive that Tabitha had heard her. Tabitha,, like most 15-year-olds -- just as she
had, in her water-tower painting days -- suffered from selective hearing.
But for some reason, she chose to select her mother’s last statement. “Mom,” she said crisply. “So a
new plaza isn’t going there. Great. It’s only going to go and wreck some other town.”
Amanda bit back at her annoyance. At least Tabitha had the sense not to point out that she, Amanda,
her mother, worked as a supervisor at one such mega store, in one such plaza.
“Well, Tabby, maybe that town will fight the way ours did.”
“Not every town can,” Tabby said.
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When did she become so civic-minded, Amanda wondered.
“Well, Tabby, since you’re up on these things, you let me know which towns and how they make
out.”
From her peripheral vision, she saw Tabitha’s slight, smug grin drop subtly. Amanda felt a sting of
shame at the wound she had caused, but said nothing.
A crack was growing. The divorce was the earthquake, and the crack was growing in the aftershock.
And not just between mother and daughter. When she and David were “a couple,” they had “couple”
friends; those bonds had rapidly evaporated.
It would have been easy to blame Amanda’s father entirely -- and she did, but not out loud to her
daughter.
“You have friends. Real friends,” Martha, a stock manager at work, assured her. This followed by an
ominous stare between the two of them.
Amanda shook her head, as if trying to ward off a disoriented house fly batting at her hair.
But Martha’s words she sometimes said quietly, in her mind, like a prayer, especially when pain
threatened to distract her from tasks, like driving her daughter to school after the bus had pulled
away.
You have friends. Real friends.
“Mom,” Tabitha said. Lately, it was never in a questioning voice. Always as if a command.
“Yes, sweets,” Amanda said, an endearing term with grudging endearment.
“I have cheer tonight.”
“I know. Be on time this time.”
To their right, was a road that divided at the base of a woodsy hill, and then came up to form two
forked roads from which a motorist could enter or exit Boston Road.
The junction of these roads was partly shielded by overgrown trees. But instead of making drivers
overcautious, it had the opposite effect. It seemed to proffer a challenge -- get out as fast as you can,
and don’t look to see who’s coming.
Amanda was instinctively prepared for such an event, and sure enough, a car -- a big, clunky sedan -pulled out in front of her.
To her surprise, Tabitha was actually paying attention. “Mom!” she said again -- in a voice
commanding attention. “Know what Dina said?”
You have friends. Real friends.
“What did Dina say.” Here it comes. Yet another classmate with more wisdom to offer than her own
mother. “In Cairo, right? The traffic is crazy -- like way, way crazier than here!”
“Really,” Amanda said. Another teenage curveball. First, she’s up on the particulars of land
preservation. Then she’s punctual after making them both late this morning.
Now, she’s an authority on traffic in major world cities.
“She said, during Ramadan, right? The cars practically don’t even move! It’s way worse than driving
down to the Cape!”
The Cape. Sure. Her father’s new girlfriend had a cottage, or a dime shack, or a tent in the cranberry
bogs on The Cape.
Again, a simmer of anger Amanda swallowed.
Whatever irritation her daughter was good at summoning, Amanda determined not to drag her into
the parental feud.
“Well,” she said evenly. Distantly, on the radio, Kevin Meehan was chatting with Joe Beeker the
sports guy, and they were chuckling. “Cairo is a very large city after all. Maybe you’ll go there
someday.”
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The conversation about Cairo came to a stop. And to her relief, so did any discussion about the Cape.
Maybe not as bad as Cairo or the Cape but Boston Road seems to be holding its own, Amanda
grumbled to herself.
Badly-planned curb cuts, hidden roadways --, everyone already on the road having to slow down just
a bit, even as the cars behind them honked in irritation.
If she had been alone, Amanda would have waved her middle finger unceremoniously at these hornpounders.
The car in front of them was chugging along, almost comically, its trunk jilting slightly when going
over the occasional patched-in pothole.
“Baha!” Tabitha blurted, gazing at her phone. “Mom! Jimmy’s dog! Oh my god -- they put it in this
outfit and now it looks like -- “
It was then that the inevitable happened.
If a driver cut you off, it was only a matter of time before another car cut off the offending car.
A station wagon -- an old-fashioned, wooden--paneled station wagon -- tore from the driveway of a
small, blue, wobbly-looking house right at the road’s edge.
A man was standing on the porch, which itself nearly met the road’s edge. He yelled: “Go to hell, you
Medusa!” after the station wagon. “I hope those snakes on your head bite your ass!”
Mrs. Medusa paid no heed, the car’s wheels spitting up dust clouds of fury.
It was then that the dumpy sedan in front of them stopped, and Amanda shouted -- a screech of tires
in front of them, and the blare of horns behind them.
“Tabby!”
Her daughter fell back against the seat. She was strapped in, but the jolt sent her phone in a messy
arc before falling to the floor.
The car in front of them made a hiccuping noise -- and its trunk flew open.
A twine-wrapped, blanketed bundle tumbled over the lip of the trunk, and onto the road in front of
them.
“It’s a rug, it’s a rug, it’s a rug,” Amanda gibbered.
She pushed herself forward, hugging the steering wheel. Louder, she said: “It’s a rug!”
“Mom!” Tabitha cried.
“Shut up!” Amanda shouted at her.
“Mom!’ Tabitha reached over and pulled her hand from the steering wheel with such force that her
breath was torn away with it.
The twine snapped with the impact, and the blanket flopped open with little resistance.
The form within had only the vaguest shape of humanity. Absurdly, an employee name tag flapped to
one side, catching the sun slightly.
Long, crimson slashes covered it.
A face, or a clay-like remnant of a face, stared eyeless toward an oblivious, clear morning sky.
A ragged chorus of yelling, cursing and screams from the drivers in the backed-up traffic, drivers who
knew nothing of what had happened -- only that whatever it was, it was screwing up their urgent
need to get to their mundane jobs, mundane errands, mundane extramarital affairs.
“Oh, Mom!” Tabitha was no longer assailing her mom. Her voice had broken down into heaving
tears.
In Amanda’s own eyes, the sedan’s thrust-open trunk, and the formless being on the road had begun
to blur into the sky, the houses on the roadside.
Tears muddied all of it into a hideous water color, pocked with specks of light from police cruisers
angling alongside them, a growling siren nudging other cars out of the way.
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You have friends. Real friends.
Now the last bit of restraint had popped, like the twin, and she convulsed with weeping.
“Mom!” Tabitha released her grip on her mother’s hand, and pushed it away.
“Honey!” She reached her for her daughter, who slapped her hand and shrunk away.
Tabitha heard a metallic clunking, as her daughter fumbled with her seatbelt.
Amanda entreated: “Please, don't --”
“Mom!” It was a wretched, primal, cry of finality. “I hate you! I hate you!”
THE END
© Copyrighted 2021 By Meg Smith
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